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PREFACE

Sesame treet was shown on - Israeli television in the fall

and winter of 1971-72. When it became known that Sesame Street was

about to be broadcast, the curiosity of researchers at the Hebrew

Universitfof Jerusalem arose because the broadcast provided

'..

unique opportunity to study th effects of a highly sophisticated

television program on televisi n-unsophisticated childre, The

41study was initiated under trem dous time and financial pressure ,

i

and it would never have been carr d out without the devotion of

Lewis Berhttein, Sol Eaqlstein, rah Malve, Allen Mintzberg, ,

Rachel and liana' Finkelstein, and Le Welner.

. i

The Children's Television Work hop (CTW) could: a% that ..

time provide us only with moral encou agement and we were (and
. .

are) thankful for that. At times, we needed that encouragement

very badly. Since4W had no real connection with the study, it

is therefore not responsible for the present report.

We are also thankful to Ne'omi Biran for translating the

original report from the Hebrew.

Jerusalem
June, 1974
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SUMMARY OF.FINDIN4S

The program of SeiamO,Street was b ught to Israel,In tI

fall of ..1971. Forty of its first shops.w e_broadcast twice
/"s:

1

Week in the five months broadcasting seaso starting November T 7)

' and ending in April 1972.

Since the, program was neveridesigned for a television -

unsophisticated iudience like Israeli childniT, we decided to

investigate its eftekts on children'in two fields: the original
de

gtal areas, and t 1' media-literacy. The latter, it was

hypothesized, woul be ffected by the program's presentation for-

mA s which were ext mely novel for Israeli children and hence

psyymlog.ically demanding,

l*e,rtroject consisted of afield study inwhich 93 kinder-

garten (KG) "224 second 'and third "grade chifaren were pretested,

tested for amount of-exposure during the season,\and theniposfit'
r

tested ar the end of the broadcasting season. Ab ut half the
4

"children were of lower ES (LC), and half of middl class (MC)

homes. The KG sample wa ;also randomly Vvided it two groups. V

T1!moters of one group w
,

e encouraged to,c obse ve the shows I

%

with theiri children each ti

'was left to view, the program has it pleased.

they w1re air. d. The other group

1

'Floe project cons s\ so of small group observations in,
1

/which m

t

asures of attention an inattention to the program's. )

\

\
7f y

1
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segments a well as activk-partic pation in\it were taklan.

The prd- and posit t batte y for NG" Olildren sisted of

eight 6'ts originally des gned by ETS, such s the Te t of

/
Clasfificatipn, Parts of t Whole, Numb r Ma thing, and the ltke

(Ball & Begatz, 1970). The battery for s hool$childreli included

two dr the above tests in a ition to fi e other Jests assumed to

measure various skills re4at d to media- eracy.

1 /'
Exposure to the progra was measured on six occations

during the broadcasting season Measures were taken on Vewing,

enjoyment and comprehension of show aired on a greceding day.

These were supplemented by a 12 it Sesame Street Test, pertain -'

ti.

ing to major sequences shown in he program during We season.

The test was administered togethe with the posttests.

, I

1

All tests were individually administered by trained

Peibrinel in the KG, and group admi istered in the schools:

Six children of each age and SES sub-group took part.

the small group. observations. The children observed four shows

(in four weeks intervals) in groups of six. Their behavior was

recolded by Six observers on a minute-to-minute basis.

The absenice of an adequate no-*sUe.Stripet control group

required-that step -wisp regression analyses be,performed on the

data. Such analyses provided for the prediction of Pbsttest

variance by the measures of exposure, after controlling for

(Ptialling out) those portions of ithe variance which were

1

A
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,\
.1

;

.

acc anted

,

the various backgtound mind pretestmeasures.

A .

Thu the "neecontri6ution of exposure.to posttest varite could
. .,

be s udied,and parallel groups (e.g., KG LC with.KG MC) could.e.

comps ed on size of posttest variance attribqtable to exposure. ,.

.

....

1. Findings on Exposure .

The measures ofyiewing, enjoyiieni and comprehinsiori be- .

16

came increasingly inlercorrelated as the season prinretsed,1,6 ,

1

ligibstihg 'Nat at the beginning of theNeason children wat6hed.
,

.
.
. .

. ;

1

the show and enjoyed it without.necesirily comprehending it. 16

The measures were more strongly interrelated among. MC than among

LC child4n. This suggests that the latter, although not.,
. ,

\ significantly less exposed, had diffiCulties comprehending the

.

1 t .

program.

A. 4
...

Age was positively correlated with ifewing, enjoyment and
1

,

,
- ,..,

41t1:

Icomp ehension in the LC group but hardf,at all in the M §r0P. 41

Simil rly, father's occupational level'was correlated with 1,

.

compre ension in ,the KG gerip. These two findings tend to
1

,

confi the expec ation tha ;the program was rather demanding

and' that younger 4d lower S77c1iildren had more difficulty in
i

/ .

adjusting o the novel formats of the program.

/
:

. There was a general Acrease in the amount of viewing

\ \

reported 0 the cAildren as Ihe season progressed (from 56%.yho
1 ;

claimed to haVe watched the lentirhow aired on a preceding day
! "
\

the begiriiii\ngof the season, to\37% i'n the end).. LC children

rted oeit44wing the shL less than .MC ones, but as time

1 \ '

1

1

1
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passed, they became heavier viewers and finally viewed more than

MC children. Ttie same pattern appeared with the KG group as

comparl with the scho I group: Enjoyment, likewise, decre sed
" . .

gradUally, and as with viewing LC and KG childre \6\ni ially enjoyed

the shows less than old r and C children, ended p overta4ing them.
. , .

Compreh4nsion of e shows was quite pool in the beginn gi

but it improved with time MC and school children were fouhd to

comprehend the showi better than KG.OldLC children, but t

41
manifested a harp decrease in comprehension

{ii
fact, aideereas

of. viewing and attention due apparently to boredom) mhile there

was an increase in compreh nsion by KC and LC children. '

In general, then, exposure to the program was heavy while

comprehension stayed behind. Theverall pattern is one of

gradual loss of interest in the program on the side of older and
.

MC children and an increase in viewing, enjoyment and comprehen-

sion by KG and LC children.

,The small group observations of attention, inattention and

active-participation showed a general increase in active-partici-
-%

.6
pation'and a decrease in inattention 'to the shows' segments. \\

t

. This apparently reflected th children's increased familiarity

with th71, program's figures and formats. 'A more detailed analysis

showed that while Grade,3 MC 96ildren becom\gradualb>ess

actively invo ved in the show, G-3 LC children ricreasedeir

\;

\

Ltive involve ent. Thus, the tmall group observations replicated

t4\findinijs.bas'id on the perliodli iiikaurements of exposure
I \_ 1

1

1:3
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An analywis was conducted to distinguish between the more

intere ting (aCtive-participation gaining) and boring (inattention

I *

Ngaini g) segments. After-sOme further analyses'we reached the

concision that segments with a strong didactic component or

segrInts whose critical information is on t e soilnd track are the

boring one,. On the other hand, a strong isual component with

much vi l variability ant the a ence oldirect teaching are

/

trica4 of the interesting segments.

4 .

2. Findings on the Program's Effects onkKG Children

The data were analyzed as described above by the method pf

step44ise regreOlOn with a fixed order of entered variables.

After 2.1.4% to 53.7% of the pos ests' variance (depending

on the specificikest) were.partialled oi,t, it wasifound that

exposure to the program accounted for another 3.8% tel 13.3% of
----

Oa-variances.' The smallest effectl of exposure'was on scores of

the Test of Relational Concepts, and the largest on scores of

the Test of Parts of the Whole.

There were

"whigh LC children
$

the 'mosi'frot the

systematic differences between the tests on

gained the. most and those on which MC gained

program. The former gained more on the various

Matrhihe-r,7 tests while the latter gained more on the tests of

Classifidation and Parts of the whole. It was hypothesized that

1 The terms "effect" or "gains"-aip used here for simplicity
of reporting. We are fully awar@rthat accounted for variance
does not necessarily imply a casual relationship.

1_
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the Matching tests call mere upon Visual discrimination and
A

analysis, suggesting that LC children learn more in that'area.

On the other hand, the Tests Of Classification and Parts of the

Whole require more synthesis and abstraction, av area in which

MC children excel.

We reasoned that if this w the case, and if analysis

precedes synthesis, as often, 1 med, then early achievements
t -

in analys4( should predict 1 r achievements in synthesis, but

not vice versa. Crossed-1 a 'ed-panel analyses of correlations

between pre- and posttest achieVemen\ ts
1
upheld this hypothesis.

Thus, we could tentatively conclude that LC children an more in
----"

the area of visual analysis and discrimination because it is

hierarchically more basic than synthesis. MC children are Mae jf

susceptible to changes in the are' of synthesis and abstraction,

ihaving mapifested an ade uate (but not optical) prior mastery of

analysis.

i I
. .

3. Findings on the Encpuragement of Mother
1

The encourAgemenI of mothers to co-observe the sh ws with
f

their children had an overall moderate effect on patterns of

exposure. It had a particularly broo nd effect on the amount

of the LC children's enjoyment of the p

any effeCt on MC children.

ram. It, had hardly

Encouragement affected posttest scores of LC children when

exposure was not held constant. When exposure was partia led out,

encouragement did not a count for posttest variance, suggest

that the effect of encouragement on achievements was indirect:

g
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3

it affected exposure, which in turn accounted for achievements.

I
This, however, was the case mainly with LC children. From among

the various components of exposure, it was enjoyment which was

most affected.

Thus, as it turned out, the' encouragement of mothers had

mainly an affective influence inasmuch as it increased the LC

children's enjoyment 'and consequen0y t posttest achievements.

/AAnother finding was that while in the n-Encouraged group,the n- Encouraged

was a strong predictor of posttest scores, i is power was

substantially reduced in the Epcouragement group. There, the

f .

gap between LC an40MC childre, was dramatiglly reduced. It was

concluded that the encourage ent W mothers to Co-observe the

pecgram with their KG childr n makes the LC (but not the MC)'

children gain more and hens be mbre similar in their achievements
4,1

to MC children.

4. Findings on the -Prop, am's Effects on School Children

The test battery for the school children consisted mainly
!

of media-literacy tests and only two tests of the original nal

areas were retained (Classification and Parts of the Whole).

A

Unlike the KG group, no large differences were found between'

theT)itial achievements of1LC and MC children. However, SES

became a differentiating fattor with respect to exposure.and to

posttest achievements. As tos founein the analysis of the expo-

sure and attention data, LC children viewed and enjoyed the program

somewhat more than MC child elm: Owever, MC children still knew
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more of the program's contents, as measured by the Sesame Street

Test, tRan Lt ones. MC children were also the ones to profit

more from Xhe program in all areas but on Field Independence.

In this rea, which is known to require analysis, LC children

benefi ed slightly more. Indeed, crossed-lagged-panel analysis

of correlations reconfirmed our hypothesis as to who gains more \
/7

in what area

,School children, generally, were more affected by the `

program than KG children. They also viewed the program more and

domprehended it better thayiGichildren. It was also found that

their achievements were less contingent upon prior knowledge and

home background factors than hose -of KG children, allwing them

apparently to be/more suscePfible to external stimulation.

Achievements in media-literacy were affected by exposure

to the program, butIto a lesier extent than achievements in the

original goal areas. While media - literacy scores were not

associated with scores in the goal areas at the outset, they

became more strongly correlated at the end of the season,

This was the case among the heavy viewers, but not among the

light viewers, su4tmting that learning the contents of Sesame

Street was related ta imptovsement in media=1,&teracy.
419

17
1.
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BACKGROUND CONSIDERATIONS

1! Introduction

The original version of Sesame Street, designed at the'

time for American. preschoolers, capitalized on televiewing

habits and information processing skills which were characte

istic of the American TV generation. The program was therefo e

'never intended to be transferred. to` non-English speaking counties

whose .populati ns,.like Israeli children, are only slightly

familiar with t levision, and completely unfamiliar with the

American style of cOmmercial-like television. The few programs

they tch are upally old fashioned, and without the familiar

erican one7min e spots shown between the programs.

When, ip spite these limitations, Sesame Street was

\\brought to Israel, a numbe of questions were raised with* .,4
; 44

respect to.iis potential effec, on Israeli children.. In fadt,

the iritroduetion of the program pr, ided a rather unique'eppor-

tunity for the inve§tigation of the eff is of a'highly

, sophisticated program on children who are anything but media-

liter0e.

2. Media-Literacy, Skills anO.Knowledge

Media-literacy may be conceived, of as the mastery of

mental skills which are needed for the extraction and processing

of information conveyed in coded form. Such code's, or let us call

1,8
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them presentation formats,icall upon mental kills in'whoa

absence conveyed coded information could n t be properly

extracted and.processed.

No daub that the medium of television in general, and the

American style if commercial-like program, in particular, conveys

messages through very specific (often rather unique) presentation

formats. Take for instance the rapid, mosaic-like structure of

a typical Sesame Street show. It resembles neither the format of

feature films, nor even that of more traditional television

programs for children. It would, therefore appear reasonable to

assume that it takes some previous experience with such television

formats., or at least some prior mastery of the relevant mental

skills, to be able to comprehend

not meant to imply. that other en

vate similar,T7tal skills. et

implies
/,

the expose to dia may be a dominant (not exclusive)

agent in the cultivation of media-literacy skills.

Media-literacy skills may vary with respect to their

Sesame Street'show. This is

ifironmental agents do not culti

as crosscultUral research

transfer value, or generalizability. They may range from

highly specific skills whose sole function'is to aid in the

extraction of information from a particular medium, to'skills

which, once acquired, serve in many different capacities and

contexts. It is in the latter sense that media-literacy is

dealt with here. As Olson (1973) indicates, performing an act

of, say, drawing a chair, may teach both about chairs (know-

ledge) as well as about drawing in general (skill). Similarly,

1 9

e



one could Claim that performing the acts of extracting information

and meaning from a coded medium presentation' both teaches the -

conveyed knowledge 'and improves the skills of extracting

that knowledge.

However, for such learning to take ptace, the stimuli

must engender some measure of novelly (e.g., Day & Berlyne, 1971).

Presumably, to acquire knowledge, this novelty must be contained

in the conteheof the presented materials; but to deve mental

skills; novelty ought to be entailed in the presentation formats.

Wh Sesame Street was ,initially planned and structured, the

exis ng skills of Americanpreschooters'were taken into consi-

.

\deration so that the .program's formats would not.entail too much
it

novelty for them. On the contrary, the program was expectedto

capitalize, on television-related,mentall skills rather than to

shiPe or c 'Ultivate new ones.

. Novelty of presentation formats wids, perhaps, the

salient feature characterizing Sesame.Street when it was

Israeli children. This,is:not to say that the progr'am's

most /

introdu4d

content
I

did not entail any novelty for Israeli preschoolers; indeeditl '

did. However, content material Such as numbers, relational

concepts, body parts, classes, and the like, are universally al''

part of preschool education. Thus, no five-year-old in either

the U.S. or Israel is completely unfamiliar with such knowledge. .

The more striking novelty an Israeli child could be "expected to

face when encountering Sesame Street was in the formats in which

those contents were presented. :

.2
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In light of the above we hypothesized that exposure of

Israeli children to Sesame Street would lead to (1/'the acquisA%

'tion of the presented knowledge, as well as (2) the development,

6 of specific media-literacy skills. However, the acquisitiOn of

the knowledge in the-Utended instruttionargoal4areas of the

41 prpgrO could be expected to depend, to some extent, on con-

'current improvements in media-literacy skills. Without the

latter, little knowledge could be extracted and processed from

the program. We would therefore expect the two to develop lTnd

in hand.

1

3. -Mechanisms of Skill Learning

1.16w do media-literacy skills develop? What'are.the

components of "exposure",which ensure such cognitive, modifications?

Previous experiments (Salomon, 1972; 1974) suggest that at least

two mechanisms, whi.ch correspond to functions of television or

film formits,may account for changes in media-literacy.

One type of presentation format calls upon, or titivates,

c- 4,

specific skills' without which meaning cannot be extracted.
,,,

p. .

. For.inOance, showing a series of seemingly unrelated segments

will tend to activate in the viewer processes which relate the,

./
segments to.one another. Similarly, a presentation which moves

..,:
'abruptly and frequently from close-up to long-shots will reqpire

the viewer to activate mental processes which relate Jhe blown-up

segments to the view of the broader long-shot. When such skills

are repeatedly activated and 'ead to the extraction of meaning,

thus reinforcing the act, gradual-improvements in the mastery of

21
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the kills can be expected.

/

/

As our 'research has shown,/such improvements do not take

place uniformly in all learners. For activation of a skill

necessitates the existence of some initial although less than

optimal} mastery of teat skill. How else ;c uld it be activated?

rt Aims is both theoreticallyexpected as well as empirically

supported by our findings, that only learneri .0111tAnitially,

.moderate mastery of such a skill show .skill impr9vments as a "%*

result of exposure to media formats which activate skill's.'

The second function that formats can accomplish is that of

modeling a skill .explicitly., or as we have termedthe process,

supplanting it. For-instance, a format may show very explicitly

a transformation in space (e.g., Iiioving around an object showing

its many.appearances), thus explicitly performing an operation

for the viewer which he ought to execute covertly on his own.

Such supplanting apparently allows imitation and internalization

to take place. As has been shown, learning takes place mainly by

learners who initially master poorly the mental skill s4odeled.

Better stilled learners on IthJ other hand feel "spoon f d."
/

/17

4

Moreover, the very explicit modeling tendi to interfer with their

already existing mastery of the ski.

Examining Sesame Street; we find that a goo

presentation,f6rmats are used. Some, such as disc

segments or abrupt shifts film a close-up to a lon

activate skills. Others, su h as zooming in and o

1around objects, and the like,would probably tend t

1
2 2

f

1

many novel

ntinuity of

shot, may

t, moving

supplant



skills. I right of this,we ex)1\ ect d initiall better-skilled

children to become more media - literati in skills which are

-14-

i

actixatec4 1hile the less skilled ones would improve in skills

which are supplanted.

4. Learning in the program's original goal areas

Differential effects of Sesame Street were expected to occur

not only in the area of media-literacy but also in the instruc-

tional goal area of knowledge. The American evaluation projects

Of Sesame Street/ (Ball & Bogatz, Bogatz4 Bail, 1971) did

not deal h Such differenti 1 efff!c)si Rather, their focus"

was o the :exten.to which the program*objectives were attained

4.

in general.. Such 4n evaluafion.is not eally applicable to the
-1

.
.

. ! ...,

presents study as.the program was not d signed f\ ...the Israeli .
i .

populati n./ Obviously; Israeli chill en could learn something,

but one oold be hard-pressed to deft rmine whether this indicates 1
i

I
. i

"much" or.Hlittle learning.,
1

Disregarding absolute levels of

,
)

1 nfng, it would still be -d irable to ask whoflearns more,
.

and, in which goal areas? Slnce,the instructional contents of

the priogram are ,universal, findings about differeni effects

could be of a leneralizible nature.

Indeed, a Bich and variable prog5AM such as Sesame Street

may 4;1,1o;lifferent children to ben- t,i different areas.

941dritn may profit more in are it which they are already

knowledgeable, or they may of it more in areas in which their'

deficiencies are largest. Alternatively, improvements may take

23
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place.in areas which are hierarchilally more basic than others.

The present study provided a unique opportunity to examine th s

possibilities.

5. External Intervention

4f novelty is the most salient characteristic of Sesa4e

'Street in'ItrPel, then one.would expect the show to be quite

demanding. Messages which are presented through yet unfamiliar

formats mpy not'bewell comprehended. Difficulties of this

.tort would be manifested mainly by children with relatively poor

initial mastery off the necessary media-literacy skills, or of

the'basie.khowle e'of which the .new knowledge is to be added,

Or both. They y therefore enjoy)he program less as the season

pro4resses.and decrease their amount of viewing.

/.

-.

Fouldrit then make a difference if external intervention ,

. is intro4uced? More specificOly, would the presence of mo,!hers,

47,6 co-observe the program wilth their children, lead ,to mrale

i

viewing, better coMWehensiodn, and to more learning?
.

4

)!',
program are.expected to be crucial:for,learnlng to take place.'

40e

aursec (1973)

increased the degtee

A

has shown thatco-observ6tteni.by,others
, .

to which five- year -olds were' influenced by

' a model. ",Other studies.baife shown that'mothers'who were trained
J I

to tutor th4icchildren enhanced their children's learning.
,

MoWeye, even untutored '6-observing mothers could flake a

..,difference, partiCOarly if enjoyMeni and 'comprehension of the

2,1

Cr

. 1

SS
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6. The Ma'or iuestioris of e Stud

rs\
In light of the above discussions,' the following three

4,

major questions were asked:

1) Does exposure to the program enhance the development

of specific skills related to media-literacy?

2.)

3)

Who learris more and who learns less in what goal

areas of the program?

What are the effects of encouraging mothers to co-

observe the program with their children?

resear

wering these questions required A rather elaborate

data. IT e data also allow us to answer additional secondary
/

.

,

Idesign as well as the gathering of a:large quantity of

I

quest o s such as: Who watched the program more and who watched

.

less Now

Howy

A i

do,

are viewing, enjoyment and comprehension interrelated?

they change with increasing exposure to the program? How

turns of attention to the program's segments change over

tl el .)44tmak s a segment "interesting" and what makes it

- lAiring"? Whi h of the various manifestations of "exposure" is

the one:whic contributes most to learning?

w.

25
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RESEARCH ESIGN

To answer the questions mentioned above and to gather the

additional necessary data, two studies were conducted: a field

study (N.317) in which the effects of the program were examined,

and small group observations (N =36) in which attention patterns

to program, segments were recorded.

a

1. The Field:Study '1,

a. General 66cription-

A study such-0 the present one p4sents certain problems

Which are difficult.tO overcome via a traditional experimental

design. Since the stu

l'Y

concerned a television program which

was broadcast 4)1 over the country it w4 difficult, if not

impossible, to find an adequat control

the result of self-select, ,:dt was

group which would-not be

'nly impossible to' form

su jects" and ."ontrolan artificial division of."experimentW

subjects) since we
/

could not prevent chi

,

prograd. Even if we were able to do so,

found out, as Was found out by Bogatz &
46

"control subjects" sneak out and manage

ldren from watching the

we would prObably have

Ball (1971); that

to watch the:program

despite the prohibition.

Specific statistical methods, however, allow us to

overcome this difficulty. If ore wishes to talk about changes

in knowledge and skills whicf, are presumed to be-associated

o

4 .

9
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..., I.
with program viewing, then each child's level of exposure to the

\
program can be measured and the degree to which exposure is

related to later achievementcan'be computed. Actually we have

a situation whellopthe independent variable (exposure) has values

distributing over a wide range: frorNtal non-exposure, through

many levels of partial exposure, to total exposure to.each and
N , .,

-...,

every broadcast. In this respelNwehave an advantageoveethe

traditional experimental design in which subjects are divided

inter groups of " iewers" and "nori=viewers." The traditional
.

m4ilod u ally avoids looking iho differences within ;h,pne

of the groups, whereas here they are taken into account.

But there is in'tkis method a certain threat to internal

iialidity, since s cOtainly possible that children who are/

moe,eXposed to the leogram are also those with a higher initial

level of skill and knowledge..Their higher scores at the end'of

the program's season may in fact be the result of their initial

achievements rather than the result of their exposure to the

program.- The statistical method of multipl egression allows

us to partial out the contributions of background and initial

achievement variables, thus measuring the "net" contribution4of

exposure to the measured achievement and skills at the end of the

season (Cohen, 1968). In other words, with this method it is

possible to specify the amount of'"influence (in terms of common

"net" variance) that exposure to the program has on achievement

and skills, having partialled out the contribution of the initial

achievements and skills.

2-7
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The method of multiple regression allows for the measure-

men f all those backgroundrand initial achievement variables

(hick may wunt for some sizable amount of posttest variance.

:Once partlalled out, and the claim of "other things being equal" -

statistically satisilied (to an extent), the major independent

variable can be entered. Its contribution to posttest variance

can then be examined.

In view of the above, the field study was done in three

stages:

Stage 1 (PRETEST). The determination and measurement

of background variables likely to be related

/

to viewing, initial achievements; and skill

mastery before the onset of the program.

Stage 2: (EXPOSURE). Continuous measurement of children's

exposure to the program, done on six occasion's

during the broadcasting season.

Stage 3: (POSTTEST).. Measurement of achievements and

skill mastery at the end of the broadcasting

season.

tf The Subjects

The subjects in the field study were 371 kindergarten,

Adeond apd third grade children from the Jerusalem area. About

41% 0 the children were of lower SES (LC) and the remaining 59%

were middle class (MC).. Thi sampling of the children was

aCcompTle-hed.in the following way. From all the neighborhoods

in the Jerusalem area four were chosen: two-of them were lower

2 8,

;
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class, low income neighborhoods, while the other two were well-

to-do middle class ones. From each such neighborhood one local

kindergarten and one school were randomly. selected, thus proViding

us with 'a.total of four kindergartens (2 LC and 2 MC), and four

schools. From each school one G-2 and one G-3 classroom was

\\ .

selected, thus providing us

.

with two LC Grade-2 classes, two MC

G-2 classes, two LC Grade-3 classes and two MC G-3 classes.

Of the 371 children who were pretested we were able to

secure all the data pertaining to the two subsequent stages from

317 children.2 The overall sample and its division according

to age and SES is presented in Table 1.

Table 1: Division of Children in the Field
Study According to Age and SES

LC MC TOTAL

KG .'. 50 43 93

G-2 t -40 66 106

G-3 42 76 118

Total 132 185 317

2 Cxamination of the data of.the children who were,not available

r for later testing did not.suggest any bias of the remaining
sample. .' ..

'29
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'c. The Encouragement of Mothers3

All the children in the study watched the program

,voluntarily\in their homes. However, to examine the effects of

mother co-ob erVation, ap roximately half the mothers of the KG

children were urged to wa ch the program together with their

children. The mothers n the encouragement group were gathered

twice during the broadeastAg season: once at the beginning and

a second time half way through the season. During these

meetings the instructional goals of the program were explained

and the mothers were urged to watch with their children whenever

the program:was broadcasted. Mothers complained later on that

co-observing the program with their childreninterfeced with

daily routine and homemaking, thus indiCating that they complied

with our req94st. No other measures of amount of co-observation

:
we're taken as we did not wish to ilitroduce any additional

extraneous variables, such as observers at home.

The encouragement group consisted of 50 children and the

non-encouraged'of 43. The two groups were divided approximately

in half according to SES..

2. Small Group Observations

Although exposure was measured on six different occasions,

a more detailed account of attention patterns and chahges thereof,

3 This part'of the study has been reported in more detail,iii a
separate paper to be obtained upon requeit from the author.
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was desired. It was expected that the recording of attention

patterns a changed over time would shed some additional

light on the findings of the field study. It was also expected

that some insight would be gained into the more interesting ind

the less interesting segments of the program.

Toward these ends 'six children were randomly sampled from

every age and SES group (N=36). These children were invited to

watch the program in-groups of six on four occasions four week

apart: The KG children Wee invited to watch the shows in

....private homes near their kindergartens, while the\school

children did the viewing in the TV rooms of their respective

schools.

During the broadcast each of six trained observers noted

the behavior of one of the six children. Observers recorded on

special recording sheets the behavior of the children in three

categories:

a) Attention: The child observes the screen. .

b) 'Inattention: The child turns around,.talks to

another child, walks around, looks into a book, etc.

c) Active-participation: The child cheers, sings with

a performer, responds to questions in the program,

ladghs aloud, provides adviceato figures on the

screen,And the like.

Recording of these behaviors was done on a minite -to-

minute basis. One additional observer simultaneously recorded

31
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the minute-by-minute flow of televised segments, while two ,

other observers rated the quality of within-segment English to

Hebrew translation.

%

1

A

#

..-
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MEASUREMENT INSTRUMENTS

l. Measurement Instruments Used in the Field Study

a. Background Data

Data on the following variables were collected on all

children participating in the field study: age, father's and

mother's country of origin, father's occupation, father's and

mother's level of education, parents' knowledge of English,

number of children in thefamily, the child's geniral exposure

to movies, his exposure to newscasts on TV, and his exposure to

instructional TV broadcasts.

Most of the information was collected through question-
,

naires sent to the parents by the kindergarten and school teachers.

Some data were taken out of each child's file in school or KG.

b. Data on Exposure

As previously stated, the children's exposure to the

program was measured on six different occasions with three-
.

week intervals between them. The measures were taken on a day

following the broadcasting of a show.

Thhe factors defined exposure to the program: the

instrumental factor (actual amount of viewing), the affective

factor (enjoyment.' of the'kogram),and the cognitive factor

(comprehension and recall of the content). Exposure was thus

..
33
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measured by viewing,, enjoyment, andiComprehension. In addition,
i

a fourth measure was taken, consisting of a 12-item multi le-

choice test, administered at the end of the season toget er with\ (I

\

,

the posttests. his was the Sesame Street Test pertaining to

the after-the-sea on recall of salient contents of the program.

Measurement in the s was done by personal interview in

which each child was asked about the amount of viewing of the

program he did the previous day, and how much he enjoyed what he

saw. The children gave their answers by pointing to one of four

circles: the first one nearly empty, the second half filled, the

third 75% filled, and the fourth completely full ("I watched a

little," "I watched half the time," "I watched most of the time,"

"I watched all the time"). In answer to the question of enjoy-

ment of the program, the child pointed to one of three faces: a

happy, indifferent,or sad face. Measurement of comp ehension

was done by 4 to 6 specific multiple-choice 46ntent questions

(see Appendix la). Questions on the end -of -the season Sesame

Street Test were taken from amongst the Arehension items

(see next section).

In a special questionnaire given to the parents,
\
similar

to the one given to the children, the parents were asked about

the amount of program viewing their children did the previous

day. The correlation between the parents' and the chitdren's

answers was .72.

31
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c. Tests for KG

As previously mentioned (se chapter "Research Design"),

testing of KG children emphasized the achievements in the original

\till:1017os of the program. The tests in this area were taken from

a battery compiled by ETS Bogatz, 1970) as part of their

evaluation of the instructions effectiveness of the program.

Some of the test items were changed or deleted for technical. or

linguistic /reasons. All the tests were given individually by

----skilled examiners. Two tests (Field Independence and prdering of

Pictures) were assumed to measure skills related to media-literacy,

rather than achievements in the original goal areas. The tests

were a* follows (number of items and Cronbach-Alpha reliability

coefficients were presented in Table 2).4

air
(1) Test of Letter Matching (origin: ETS)

In the

1

est children were asked to identify a specific

English letter out of three similar incorrect ones, by matching

it with a given standard letter. Although this test deals with

English letters, it m\asures in fact the ability to make visual

discriminations.

(2) Test of Number Matching ETS).

Out of three alternative groups of drawn objects, the

child had to choose one in which the number of items was'identi-
.

cal to the one in a given -picture.

4 Tests which were adopted from the ETS battery are not given in
the appendix.' Only items of new tests, developed by us, are
exemplified in the appendices.

35
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(3) Test of Picture-Number Matching (Origin: ETS)

The child had6to indicate the number of objects appearing

bin a picture ("There are three turtles here") by counting or by

general impression.

(4) Field Independence Test ("Embedded Figures")

This test was adopted to measure one's ability to identify

figures embedded in a complex display: It was assumed that certain

presen ation formats of program call upon (i.e., activate)

such a skill. In particular, we have identified numerous instances

in which a particular display, rather rich in detail, was shown

followed by a close-up of a detail. The zonnection between the

two was left to be found by theyypr. The test was therefore

taken as measuring one aspect-of media-literacY. -Owr-telt was

based on items from Witkin's Children's Embedded Figure Test.

"For technical reasons, the items were without color. Instead,

we had shadings ,orlines to give different hues.

(5) Test of Rel tional Conceits (Origin: ETS)

The child ad to point, to a picture which expressed a

relationship sta -d by the examiner. The items dealt with con-

cepts of size, O! .'e, amount, and distance. t

(6) Test of Cl sification (Origin: ETS)

The child vi s presented with 3 pictures and an empty space

next to them. Out of 4 additional picures he had to choose the

ones which would fit the empty space. The correct matching was

based on class identification. The last items in the test were

36
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basically similar to some of the items on the Raven Matrices Test.

(7) Test of Parts of the Whole (Origin: ETS)

The child was presented with a picture of an object

separated into its components, and out of four alternatives he

had to choose the picture showing the whole object.

(8)* Test of Ordering of Pictures /

The child was presented with 4 separated single pictures,

had to ordet; them in a logical way and relate the story they

tell. Any logical story was accepted as a correct one. The test

was considered as measuring a skill related to media7literacy.. \,

4-C\.
It was hypothetiz that the mosaic-like and discontinuous nature

I
of the program ma activate processes of relating discrete element

along some logicil lines.

(9) Test of Sesame Street

..This test was only given at the end'of the,season and was

1

designed to measure the child's acquaintance with the pr inept

contents shown on the program. This test came, therefore, to

suppfement the rest of the program's exposure measures

(Appendix lb).

As previously stated, all tests including the exposure

questionnaires) were administered indiv dually by our examiners.

Each examiner arrived at the KG one da before the day of testing,

and stayed at the KG that whole day without testing anyone. Only

the next day did she start testing children in a relatively quiet

corner of the KG.

37
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.

Table 2: A Summary of Data on KG Tests

'The test

.Number'of items
at the beginning
of the season

1. Letter Matching 5: 1

. -

2. Number Matching 11

,

3. Picture-Number
Matching 15

4. Field,Indepencence "1'8

5.Relational Concepts 8

6. Classification 18

4

.7. Parts of the Whole 10

g. Picture Ordering 3

9. Sesame Street r

Cronbhch-
Alpha $

ReliabiGity

.39

:61

.59

2 .71

.39

.83

.73

.60

-

Number of items Cr liach-

at the end of Alog
the season Reliability

15 .74

8 .69

8 .37 i

18 .85

10 %82

.3 .61

12 87

8 .65

11 .81

d. Tests for School Children

Ism contrasrto KG, all tests and questionnaires for school-

children were group-administered. Four examiners participated

in the administration of the tests, One reading the instructions

land the others going around, helping out and watching over theme

children.

The emphasis in the testing of school children was on the

media-literacy measures; however, two tests (the first two below)

p rtained to\ the original goal areas of the program.

The te\ is were'as follows (number of itdMs and reliability

c efficients Are presented in Table 3). /

1
s / ?

1

i

.

38
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Al) Test of Parts of the Whole (Origin:. El's)

Identical to the one employed fn KG.

'(2) Test of Classification (Origin: ETS)

Idintical to the one employed in.KG.

All of the following tests were related to aspects of

media-literacy, hypothesized t' be affected by the special

formats of:the program.

(3) Field Independence Test Embedded Figures)

Identical),4e one ployed in KG.'

/'
(4),Tes f Ordering of Pictures

to the test given in KG. The school child was

given.4-5 printed pic res arranged randomly on one page. Th6

child had to indicate their logical order, but was not required

to relate the story behind the pictures (see Appendix 2a).

I

(5) Test of Points of View

. The child was given a pfcture of,a landscape and had to

I

choose out of 4 alternativeeow that same landscape would

look from anotherpoint of View ("How Mould the sailor on the

boat see the shore?") (SeeAppendix 2b).

"It was hypothesized that children', ability to visualize,

4 soir/ebody else's point of view could improve as a result of

their exposure to one of the program's forthats which supplani0

the act of going around an object. Children were expected to

imitate this and be able to'internalize the action.

I

39
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I

(6) Test of Figure and Ground

The child was given a drawing composed framimany details.

He had to enumerate (in writing) "everything he see\in the
, .

d awing." Amongithose he had to identify also the'total figure .

4

(for example, the number "5" which was composed of a flag, a rod

And a sickle)14iFor this identificatiojn he received an extra

score (see Appendix 2c).

)

This test wts assUmed'to measure another media-literacy '

related skill. It was.hypothesized that exposure tb many acts

of zoorging in and out on objects supplants the Iprocess of singling -

out a omponent while not losing the view of the whole array;

thus xplicitly showing the whole and a compon lit of it in close

/,
proximity.

(7) Test of Close -u' Con Skit

The child was give a picture in which Otlp detail was

enlarged, drawn as if it wer- a "cldse-up," and had to identify

"out- of 4 alternatives the picfure in,which'the complete object;t
/

appeared,(as if a "long-shot"). Four item y were,given in this

manner while four others were given in the oppositit way: A "long-

. shot" picture was given and the child had to identify a pkture

showing a detail included in the picture which looks:like a

`'close -up" (see Appendix 2d).

1
1(8) Test of Sesame Street

This testiwas identical to the one given to KG. As

previously stated, it was given only* the end of the season.

40
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Tabli 3: A Summary of Data on Grade-School Tests

Number of items Cronbach- Number of items

at the beginning Alpha at the end of
The test 'of the season Relit" the season

Cronbach-

Alpha
Reliability

1. Parts of the
Whole 10 .74 10 .91

2. Classification 18 .84 18 .82

3. Field Independence 8 .53 8 .78

4. Picture Ordering 4 .31 4 .57

'5. Points of View 3 .45 3 .62

6. Figure and Ground 5 .72 5

7. Close-up - Long

Shot 8 .53 8 .60

8. Sesame Street 12 .87

Observations in Small Groups

Them surement of three behaviors (attentive, inattentive

and active participation), was described earlier. Interviewer

reliability on a pre-test in which six viewers participated was

.84.
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RESULTS

The findings of the study are reported in the following

order. First, we present the findings describing the subjects'

program viewing patterns and the changes within the patterns

during the broadcasting season. These are followed by the

findings describing patterns of attention (viewing in smalls
AV.

groups) and their changes over time. Following these, we review

the filodings which deal with the program's effects as they were

investigated in the field-study.

1. Exposure to the Program

As mentioned earlier, the extent of program viewing by

the subjects was measured by six questionnaires, individually

administered in the KG, and group administered in G-2 and G-3.

In each questionnaire the children were asked to reply as to

$3) their amount of viewingl6f the program presented the day
4

before ("How much did you watch the program," (b) their

extent of enjoyment of the show ("If you saw the program, how

much did you enjoy it"),and (c) comprehension of the program

by means of 4-6 multiple-ghei-cecontent questions.

-a. The Relationship between Viewing, Enjoyment an4

Comprehension

The three exposure measures, aethey, were measured on

42 .4
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six different occasions, are highly intercorrelated with each

other (Table 4). It is important to note that these inter-

correlations geperally increase over, time. This is especially

noticeable In the correlations between viewing and comprehension

and between enjoyment and comprehension.

'Table 4: Intercorrelations between Viewing,
Enjoyment and Comprehension on Six
'Different Occasions (N=333)

Occasion

Viewing

and if
Enjoyme

Viewing

and

Comprehension

,

'Enjoyment
and
Comprehension

4.:

I'

II

.85*

.88*

..50*

.62*

.49*

.61*

III .91* .72* .71*

IV .91* .76* .74*

V .89* .73* .71*

)

VI' .90* ' .76* .77*
4

111.

* PIC.01

It becomes evident from these changes over time that

at the beginning of the season appal1ntly much viewing took

place together pith a great deal of enjoyment,.without much

comprehension of the presented content 'to accompany them.

As the broadcasting season went on, relationships

between viewing and enjoyment on the one hand, and comprehett-*

'ion of the presented content on the other, became stronger. v

.43
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Thus there is evidence to support our initial assumption that

the program was initially demanding. Moreover, it becomes, clear

that even a lot-of program viewing is not enough to ensure

comprehension of the content. Comprehension comes; apparently,

only after a period of adjuttmedt.

When 'the subjects* are divided into the lower .SES (LC)

and 'the middle-class (MC)sgroups, we find systematic differences

between them. Correlations between viewing and comprehension on

each occasion are a little lower ip the LC than in the MC group

- (Table 5). do both group; the correlations become higher over

time, 'but the difference between' the groUii rematrii.

These differences suggest that while viiWing of the .

program was associated with its comprehension 'rather early in

the MC Group it took time of adjustment for the'LC group.

The latter-watched and enjoyed the program but comprehended it

to a lesser, extent.
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Table 5: Intercorrelations between Viewing,
Enjoyment and Comprehension on Six
Occasions, Among LC and MC

Occa;ion

Viewing

and

Enjoyment

Viewing

and

Comprehension

Enjoyment
and
Comprehension

I MC :85* .55* .52*

LC .86* _47* .50*

II MC .90* .75* .73*

LC .86* .53* .54*

III MC .91* v.83* .78*

LC , .90* .62* .67*

IV MC .92* .85* .84*

LC .89*' .65* .65*

V MC .88*. .82* .78*

LC .90* .62* .64*

; In MC .89* ..85* .84*

LC .91* .66* .70*

Another difference between the LC and the MC groups is

found in the correlations between the different exposure

measures beyond the six occasions. For example, we find that

the correlation between viewing of the program in December
4

and viewing in February, is .41 (P<.01) in the LC group,

while it is only .08 among MC; in the LC the correlation

between comprehension at the beginning of February and compre-
.

hension in March is .40 (NIC:.01), but only .06 in the MC

group; the correlation between enjoyment in Unuary and

enjoyment in February is .37 in the LC (PO4.01), and only
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0.7 in the MC group, and so on. It seems that there is much

more consistency among the LC than among the MC. LC viewers

who watch at one time will also tend to watch at a different

time, and those enjoying the, program at one time Will tend to

enjoy it at another time. There is less consistency among the

MC. The MC child watching at one time will not necessarily

watch at a second time, etc. However, when watching the program,

MC children comprehend it better then LC.

Another interesting point is the correlation between

the children's ages and their overall mean scores of viewing,

.enjoyment and comprehension of the program. Among the LC

there are consistent positive correlations between age and the

above mentioned variables, while among MC these correlatiohs

are much lower (see Table 6).

Table 6: Correlations between Mean Viewing,
Enjoyment and Comprehension Scores
with Age, Among LC and MC

LC MC
I

Difference

Age and'overall
mean Viewing .49** .22* P .05 .

Age and overall
mean Enjoymegt .42** .009 P .01

Age And overall
mean Comprehension .66** .41** P .05

940

* P.05
** Pc .01
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While age contributes to the LC child's exposure to the

program, it does hotscontribute much to that of the MC child.

This provides further support for the assumption that the

program was rather demanding, creating difficulties especially

for the LC younger child.

The intercorrelations between the father's occupation

and the comprehension measures reveal still another pattern of

special interest. Usually there is some relation between the

father's occupational level and the number of books in the

house, the family's income:housing conditions etc.

Table 7:

Occasion

Correlations between Father's
Occupational Level and Comprehension
Scores on Six Occasions in the
Different Age Groups

KG 6-2 6-3

I .23* .24**: .34**

II .33** .22* . .30**

III .24* .13 .04

IV .34** .07 .14

V .33** .18* .12

VI .28** .02 ./ .07.

Overall CoMprehen-
sion Mean Score .45** -.09 -.24*

* P4.1.05

** P<.01
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We find that in th% beginning of the season, father's

occupation is related to comprehension in all age groups

(Table 7). However, whereas for KG children the correlation

stays put as the program progresses, it disappears in the older

age groups. In other words, among the older children. home
c

background ceases to play a role in the comprehension of the

program as time passes. Thus, younger children whose fathers

have higher occupations appear to have an initial advantage over

those whose fathers have occupations somewhat lower'on the

scale. This is the case for all children In the beginning of

the season while it remains so later on only fdr the KG group.

The difference between the age groups is especially

noticeable in the correlatiop between the father's occupation and

the overall comprehension mean score. Among. KG children the

correlation is .45 (P4(.01), among G-2 it is -.09 and among 973
1

it is -.24 (P4.05). This'finding and the correlations between

age sand viewing, enjoyment and comprehension that were found

to be higher among the LC, provide evidence (although not

conclusive) that the prograM was indeed highly demanding.

Thus, older children or children who come from homes whose

general educational level is higher, appear to hive a relative

advantage. They comprehendthe content of.the program earlier

than younger children or children with a poorer educational

background.

In summary, we find that the relations between viewing

and comprehension, and the relations between enjoyment and

48
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comprehension - tend to become Stronger as exposure to the show

accumulates. But the increase is more profound in the MC than

ire' the LC group. Among the latter, viewing and enjoyment have

A weaker tie with comprehension than among the former. The LC

group, which on the average does not watch the show less or

enjoy it less, comprehends it less well than the MC group.

In contrast.to that; the relations between the measures

beyond the different measuring occasions are stronger in the LC

group than among the MIC. The former appear td be more systematic
[

in their exposure to.the program, while the latter are less

systematic. It was also foUnd that among the LC the Child's

age )has a much greater contribution to the comprehension of the

show, than among MC. Among the latter, we found that children

of different, ages tend to be exposed to the program to a similar

extent. We also found that among KG children the father's

occupation has a greater contribution to the comprehension of

the show than among G-2 children, and.even more so than among

G-3 children. This provides evidence that the show is very

demanding on small children and on lower SES ones.

b. Viewing_the.Program

Based on the children's reports on the six measuring

occasions, we.find that on the average only 9% of the children

did not watch the program at all, while 49% said they watched

the entire program. HOWever, over time, there was a general

downward trend in viewing: from 56% who viewed the whole program
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in the beginning to 37% toward the end.of the season. In

contrast to that,' there was an .pward trend (from 17% to 32%)

in the percentage of viewers who watched ori1y a quarter of

each broadcast (seeTable 1 in Appendix 3). This 'provides'

evidence that the program called upon mental processes in youngir 1

and IC children who were not initially skilled with these processes.

Within this overall downward trend, two specific patterns

emerge. IC children who, in the beginning, watched the program

less than MC children, began exceeding g-the latter asthe season

progressed. Toward the end of the season there were more MC

children who did not watch the show at all or only a quarter of

it than IC children (46% and 39% respecti'vely). At that time

there were also more IC children than MC ones Who watched the

entire show or three quarters of it (56% versus 49%, as detailed

in Table 2 in Appendix 3).

c. Enjoyment from the Program

On the average, the percentage of children who enjoyed

the program was larger than the percentage of non-enjoyers

(56:: versus 30% respectively). This average percent of children

Enjoying the program is similar to the percentage reporting

having seen the entire program, and the overall correlation

'between the two, is .66.
\

There was a gradual decline in the percentage of

children who enjoyed the program (see Table 4 in Appendix 3):

from 62:- who enjoyed t sho "very. muchfl'at the beginning of

J
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the season to 46% at the end. The decline in enjoyment'is

somewhat sharperiamong the MC than among the LC children

(among the former: a decrease from 63% who enjoyed the show

very much at the beginning to 40% who enjoyed it very much at

the end; among the latter: from 61% at the beginning to 54% at

the end). We also find that while at the beginning of tit

season KG children enjoyed the show less than G-2 and G-3 ones,

the fOrmer eXceeded the latter at the end of the season (see

Tables 5and 6 in Appendix 3).

1

The findings on enjoyment are very much in agreement

with the findings on viewing, confirming the general trend:

younger children and LC children see less of the program and

enjoy it less at the beginning of the season, but after a

'period of adjustment the amount of viewing and the amount' of
.

enjoyment increases over that of the older and MC children.

There is, however, on overall decline on both variables.

d.. Comprehension of the Program's Content /

Vn Ow average, the percentage of children who could

not4enswer more than one questions was 31.5%. This percentage

is relktiiiely high considering that the percentage of children

who did not watch the program (according to their own report!)

was on the average only 9%. (The program remained basically

in its original English-language-version with a minimum of' .

explanatory narration in Hebrew. This too may accoant for the

,' low rate of comprehension of the program's content.) The

5 1
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average percent; of children who were able to answer all of the

questions in the questionnaires was 37%. This average percent is

low in comparison to 49% of the children who claimed to have seen

the entire program.

I

In general, there was a. slight decrease in the percentage

of children who could answer all of: he content questions toward

the middle of the season, but the percentage increased again

toward the end (see Table 7 in Appendix 3). At the end of the

season 34% of the children (compare with'17% in the beginning)

were able to answer all of the content questions.

During the whcile season, MC children showed better

comprehension of the program than LC children' But hmong the

MC there was a substantial decrease in comprehension scores5

(similar to the decrease in amount of viewing and enjoyment),

while there was a systematic increase among the LC children.

At the end ol.the season the initial gap between the two groups

was greatly reduced (see Table 8 in Appendix 3):

StRilar changes appeared among the different age groups.

KG children comprehended the program's content 4o a lesser extent

than G-:2 and G-3 children at the beginning of the season. However

comprehension of KG children improved gradually toward the end
J

5 this should not te.erroneously interpreted. The decrease
in comprehension scores implies a decline in attention to
the program's shows and a loss of interest in its contents.
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of the season, while the scores of the latter decreased (Table 9

in Appendix 3).

There is additional evidence for the existence of these

contrasting trends to be found in the comparison of the comprehen-

sion changes among LC children of different age. groups,with those

of MC children (see Table 10 in Appendix 4). Among MC KG

children there was a marked decrease in the percent who were able

to answer all of the content questions (from 50% to 30% while

among the KG LC there was no similar decrease. In G-2 there was

an increase in the program's comprehension. by the LC but a

decrease among the MC. There were similar differences in G-3.

Examining the overall results of viewing, enjoyment, and

comprehension it becomes evident that MC children adjusted

faster to the program's requirements than LC children. The

former viewed more, enjoyed More and comprehended more. However,

as the sewn progressed the pattern changed. MC children

became less systeiatic.viewers (hence the drop in their compre-

hension scores), and enjoyed the program less and less. This

shift is particularly evident in MC G-2 and G-3 children. It,

appears' that as these children adjusted to the novel formats

of the program, its content ceased to interest them. They

seem to have discovered that the content was too childish for

them.
6

Hence the decline in their viewing and enjoyment. LC

6
This should come as no surprise. After all, a middle class 8
year old could not continue to be excited about a program which
teaches him elementary material he had mastered three or four
years earlier.
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1

children, in contrast, had a longer period of adjuistment.

Once adjusted, they became systematic viewers, enjoyed the

program and comprehended it relatively well.

2. Attention to the Program's Segments.

a. Changes Over Time

As stated previously, changes in children's attention

to show segments were recorded by personal observations. Six

children were chosen from each age and social class group and

were invtttd to watch the program in groups of six on fotir

occasions during the season. The observers:recorded the

children's behavior on every single minute of.each show, and

noted three mutually exclusive behaviors: attention, active-

participation, oilinattention.

lhattentive behavior constituted a relatively large .

proportion of time in the beginning of them broadcasting season

(23.9% of the time on the first observation more than half the

children were inattentive t see.lable 8). As the season

progressed inattention gave way to active - participation. This

. ,

shift came as .no surprise, since no.active participation could
p

take place in stimuli which were too novel and not sufficiently

understood. With increased exposure, familiarity increase'd,and

viewing of the program became mire active. 'Table 8 shoves the

percent.of minutes in each of the four observations where more ,

than half the children displayed active participation or

inattention.

0

S

-
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.Table 8: Percent of Minutes of Each Show in Which
More than Half the Children Displayed
Active-Participation or Inattention

2nd

Observation
3rd

Observation
4th

Observation

ctive
Partici-
pation

Inatten-

tion

Active
Partici-
pation

4

Inatten-

tion

-

Active
Partici-
patron

Inatten-
tion

Active
Partici-.
pation

.

,

Inatten.;

tion

10.35% 23.9% 15.4% 13.7% 16.8% 9.8% 18.5%

.

9%

As can be seen, the percent of minutes in which more

than half the children displayed inattention decreased from 24%

to 9% while the percent of minutes in which more than half the

children participated actively in the show rose from 10.3% to

18.5%

A detailed analysis by-age and social class (Table 9)

reveals that drops'in inattention in the KG age (group were mog .

Qronounced among'MC than among IC children. In the latter

group, the changes were'less stable and more haphazard. Changes

in active participation revealed the opposite pattern. IC

increased.their active participation more steadily than MC. In

.,1-2 the patterns of both IC and MC are quite similar. However

the most Striking difference in attention patterns is found

among G-3 children. Both MC G-3 as well as IC children displayed

a drop #n inattention, but it is more pronounced among the IC,

while most moderate among the MC. Even more important are the

changes in active-participation: among IC G-3 children there

ar .t)

,

116
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was a steady and dramatic rise in a4tive-participatien, while

there was a dramatic decrease in active-participation among

the MC. Apparently MC G-3ochildren revealed a behavior that

can be explained as loss of involvement in the program already

in the first half of the broadcasting'season, while LC G-3

children continued to be involved more actively.

Table 9: Attention on Four Observations by Age and
Social-Class (in percent of minutes of
each show)

1st
Observation

2nd

Observation
3rd

Observation
4th

'Observation

Active Inatten-
Partici- 'tion
pation

Active
Partici-
pation

Inatten-
tion

.

Active
'Partici-

pation

Inatten-

tion

Active
Partici-

pation

Phatten-
tion

LC 10.6

MC
KG

1.7

23.3

46.5
12.0

19.1

19.5

24.4

12.5
5.7'

23.4
17.3

21.8
18.7

9.0
8.3

LC 5.0
G-2

MC -13.1

21.2
16.5

9.7
10.3

2.3

23.9
15.7
17.0

:
.

18.0
19.0 .

23.5

27.0
6.8
21.0

G-3
11.4

20.5

k 29.6
9.3

11120.9

20.4
,

5.9.

6.4
32.1

18.2
5.9

5:5.

42.0 .

8.4
5.0
4.0

;It seems from these comparisons that there were two opposing-

trends: lower SES children at all ages increased their active-

participation in the program, while the MC, 8 -9 year old

displayed a growing loss of involvement in it, at least as

displayed by their active-participation in its, segMents. Yet

the loit of involvement was not matched by growing inattention.
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' I

" This confirms guff cemlusiens as presented in. our dikusiiOn of

the difference s in viewing, enjoyment and comprehension.
Ae

. "

b. interesting and Boring Segments

Only segments to. whtch more than'50% of the children

.

reacted inattentively or with active-participation on more than

*
. .

two oc casions were' considered as "boring" or "interesting." For

- example, a segigent was presented six times during the 12

broadcasts in'which,we observed the children. If at least two

presentations .of'this segment produced inattention among more

than 50%H:if the viewe rs T it was identified-ai"boring," and as "inter-
.,

esting" if it produced active-participation. In such a Way

the following 11 'segments were singled out: songs, geometric

forms, letter sounds, stories, Jenny's drawings, films, 4he

numbers 1-10, singlenumbers; Solomon Grundy; Ernie and Bert,

Bud and Jim.

In Table 10, we present the number of times each of

these segments was shown in the program sample we investigated,

and the percent of times,it produced in more than 50% of the

children inattention or actiVe-participation. In order to

assure that this analysis was reliable, all 12 broadcasts

(observed at four different times) were randomly divided into

two halves. The computations were first done on the first'

half and then on the second one. If significant differences,

in terms of active-participation or inattention Alai a segment

produced, were found between the two halves - we would have had

57
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to take that segment out since its effect was not systematic.

On the other hand, if there was no difference between the two

halves - it could be claimed that the segment had a systematic

effect. For this reasonlx2 values were computed for every

comparison, thus turning it into a hypothesis testing procedure.

. 2
In all tile comparisons,1 values Were very low or insigni-

ficant, thus indicating that our identification of "interesting"

and "boring" segments was sufficiently reliable. (Table 10, see.

Page 50).

From this analysis it can be learned that the number of

segments which systematically prodcued inattention was greater

than the number of segments which produced systematic active-

participation.

What are the criterip by mean .of which "interesting"

segments differ from "boring" ones? First, let us examine the

factor of repetition. It seems that the frequency of repetition

has no relation-ship to inattention. The Spearman Rank-Order

Correlation between the number of tiles a segment was presented

during the season and the percent of times it mOduced inatten-

tion is .10, a low and insignificant correlation. In contrast -

there seems to by a negative correlation between the number of

times a segment is presented and the percent of times it produces

active-participation. The Rank-Order Correlation between the

two is -.50 (not significant). One should be cautious in drawing

quick generalizations from this since the segment sample was

'rather small (11 segments). It can only be said that there'is
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Table 10: A Description of the Segments Which
Aroused Inattention or Active-
Participation on More than Two
Occasions

The Segment
No. of times

Presented .

No. of times inattention
took place in more than
half the children

Songs

Geometric Arms

42

18

13

(31%)

7

(38%)

Letter Sounds 82 11

(13%)

Stories 8 6

(75%)

Jenny's

Drawings 10 7

(70%)

Films 36 14

(39%)

Single Numbers 50 11

(22%)

Numbers 1-10 34 0

Solomon Grundy 4

Ernie & Bert 26 0

Bud &Jim 26 0

No. of times active
participation took
place in more than
half,40 children

'OS%)

4

, (100%)

14'

(54%)

13

(50%)
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no clear relationship between the number of times a segment is

presented and the amount of interest or boredom it produces,

although there is the possibility that less frequently shown

segments produce more involvement.,

A more defailed investigation of the'"interesting" and

the "boring" segments dispelled the fear that the real factor

of differentiation was the quality of the Hebrew translation.

There were segments which were translated adequately (films)

but produced inattention, while other segments, equally well

translated, produced much active-participation (for example,.

Ernie and Bert), and vice versa. It is also difficult to claim

that the differentiating factor was previous familiarity with

the content. There were some segments whose content was not

new yet they were boring (geometric figures) or interesting

(numbers 1-10), and there wereaother segments whose content was

new to the child and they were boring (letters) or interesting

(Ernie and Bert).

It seems that the main differentiating factor was the

method of presentation: Segments which contained a direct

didactic (instructional) element increased inattention." This

is true for all of the discus.sed segments except for the Songs

segments which were boring although not direct instruction.

For these segments, and these alone, it is.possile to say that

they caused boredom.lince they were completely unknown to the

children.

do
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It s possible to differentiate between tPe "boring"

anq "interesting" segments by means of an additional criterion,

namely: the independence of the visual aspect of the segment.

Whenever the criticarpart of the information was in the sound-

track, there -was much more inattention than when the critical

part of the information was visual. Similarly, when the

critical information was visual, there was more active-

participation'than in segments in which the critical information

was verbal.- This should be seen from the viewing child's point

or view.- He could extract meaningful information (whether it

was ttie information the producer had in mild or not) from the seg-

ments he saw such as Bud and Jim's, Ernie's and Bert's,

Solomon Grundy's, and the numbers from 1 to 10, without having

to follow the verbal talk on the sound-track. On the other

hand, almost all of the segments which were characterized as

"boring" had little visual variability while most of the

informationsto be extracted was part of the verbal explanation.

The one exception was the Letter Sounds segments, where there

was much visual variability and yet - inattention. Indeed, of

all of the "boring" segments, this was the one in which the

percent of Spattention was the lowest.

3. The Program's Effect on Children: The Field Study

As mentioned earlier, the main purpose of the study was

to examine the interrelatioriships between exposure to the program

and the changes that occur in the children's skills and knowledge.

6,1
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More specifically, we wanted to investigate the effects that
....

\i\\exposure had on achievements in the intended goal areas of the

program; as well as on skills which we hypothesized to be related

to media-literacy - skills which could be affected by the

presentation formats of the program.

The tests for kindergartens stressed especially the

former area and only two tests pertaining to media-literacy were

included in the battery. In contrast, in our examination of

school children we stressed especially the media-literacy area

and included only two tests of the intended goal areas. All in

all, there were three identical tests for KG and school children:

Classification, Parts of the Whole, and Field Independence.

Within the KG investigation, we manipulated an additional

independent variable, namely encouraging mothers to watch the

program with their children. Half the KG children (including

LC and MC) were assigned to the mother-encouraged condition.

a. A Note on Data Analysis

Analysis of the data presented a number of difficulties

which were discussed in the chapter on research design. As

mentioned earlier, we chose to analyze the data by the method

of multiple regression with forced order of variables) through

which we were able to isolate, or partial-out the contribution

of the background, initial achievement and skill variables to

the variance of any one of the dependent variables Once the

contribution of all the background, initial achievement and

skill variables was partialled out, 1; became possible to examine

6 2. .
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the additional'or 'net" contribution of exposure to the program

to the variance of any chosen dependent variable. This method

is preferred to the comparison of pre- and posttest mean scores.

Firstly, difference scores are known for their doubtful reliabi-

lity.(Cronbach & Furpy,J9-70). Secondly, it is possible to

expect changes in test scores to take place from one occasion

to another five months later that are-not related to exposure

to the prograC On the'other habdi we were only interested in /

*.those changes which could be attributed, statistically, to the

main independent .variable of the study: .exposure to the program.

We also compared withikeach age group the 25% of the

children who watched the program the mOst (the upper viewing

quartile, Q4) with the 25% of the children who watched the least:

(the lower viewing quartile, Ql). It is obvious that these two

groOpsare not similar to each other - neither at the beginning

of theseason ndr at the end of it. It is to be expected that

children.who choose to be heavy viewers of the program will be

different in many respects from children who do not view it.

Therefore, we those to use the method.of multiple regression

in order to isolate the influences of the background, initial,

achievements and skills, and compute the respective predictS0

posttest means as functions of the amount of exposure to the

program.

One has to be cautious in interpreting the findings

. based on stepwise regression analyses. The "net" amount of

variance in any given dependent variable which is extlusively
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accounted for by amount of exposure, depends to an extent on the

amount of variance which is partialled out due to background,

initial achievement and skill variables. Therefore, there is

much more meaning to the relative contributions to the variance

when groups are compared, and less so to the absolute contribu-

tions. If, -for example, we find that exposure to,the program =

contributes in group 'a' to 20% of the variance of a given final

test, while in group 'b' the comparable contribution reaches

only 8%, then we can see who was more and was less "affected"

by exposure to the program.

The absolute percent of accounted for variance in each

one of the groups is contigent upon the amount of variance

isolated previously. This amount is influenced by the number

of background and achievement variables ahllyzed by the various

steps of the multiple regression. If some variables were

excluded the overall variance accounted for would be smaller,

whereas if some variables were added she overall variance

accounted for could be g reater.

A second point to be remembered when interpreting the

findings is that "effect" here means the amount of variance of

any posttest that can be accounted forty the differences in

exposure to the program. We are not:dealing here with the

number of achievement-points the children scored as a result

of viewing the program but with the strength of the relationship

between exposure and posttest achievement. Larger portions of

posttest variance which are attributable to exposure (other
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things made statistically to be part eflual) are interpreted as

indicating stronger effects of exposure to the program.

Exposure to.the program was measured. by four measures.

Three of them were used on six occasions during the broadcasting

season: the amount o viewing of the program, the amount of its

enjoyment, and conten comprehension the day after a show was

aired. The fourth measure was a test (Sesame -Street Test) that

was administered at the end of the season with all the other

posttests. Each one of these measures could contribute to the
..,

variance of a posttest. These contributions are partially

overlapping. Therefore we can combine the non-overlapping

contributions of these four measures to the variance of each

posttest. But, this kind of combination is allowed., or possible,

only when there are intercorrelations among the four measures.

Table II shows the intercorrelations between the four'

exposure meaures separately for each of the groups in the

field-study. (See Page 58). #

The correlations with the Sesame-Street test scores

were rather important to us. In most of the groups and sub-
.

groups.there were significant correlations between comprehen-

sion of the program's content the day after its broadcast and

scores on the Sesame-Street test. Only G-3 classesowere an

exception to this. In general, the correlations in KG were

,higher than the correlations in the grade school sample. They

were especially high'among LC KG children and especially low

in G,3.

65
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.

On the basis of-these_correlations we reached the
.

conclusion that the non-overlapping contributions of the

exposure measures could be combined.in thekindergartens but

'not in the grade school sample.

b

4

,

..

,
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Table 11: Intercorrelations Among the Four
Exposure Measures in the Various
Sub-Groups of the Field Study

Viewing Enjoyment Comprehension .

Sesame

Street Test

KG: General (n=93)

1. Viewing
2. Enjoyment

3. Comprehension

.105 .265*

.479**

.230*

.419**

.617**

KG: Children without
Encouragement (n =44)

1. Viewing .640**
i

:622** .399**
2. Enjoyment - ..470** .362*
3. Comprehension -

c

.560**

KG: Encduraged group
(n=49)

1. Viewing .016 .200 .345*
2. Enjoyment .345* .225

3. Comprehension - - .244,

KG: Cow SES (n=50) '

1, Viewing .667** .473** .468**
2. Enjoyment - - .516** .432**
3. Comprehension - .599**

KG: Middle Class (n=43)

1. Viewing . -.069 .294* .110
2. Enjoyment - .282 . .238
3. Comprehension - .471**

School: General (n=224)

1. Viewing .655** .227** .062

2. Enjoyment .392** .012

3. Comprehension .179*
t -1,

*P<.65 **P4.01

me.
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Sesame
Viewing Enjoyment Comprehension. Street Test

School: G-2 (n=106)

1. Viewing .685** .156 .041 '

2. Enjoyment .3431 .078
3. Comprehension :352**

School: G-3 (n=118)

1. Viewing -

2. Enjoyment
'53. Comprehension,

.

School: Low SES (n=94)

1. Viewing
2:, Enjoyment
3. Comprehension

School: Middle Class
(n=130).

1: Viewing
2. Enjoyment
3. Comprehension OP

.623**

_
.

.342**

.'482 **

.081

-.053
-.049

.836** .271** .307**

.289** .199

.322 **

.396** .053 -.075

* .038 .057

- .411**

*P405

**1,<.01.
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b. The Effects of-Exposure to the Program on KG Children

The mean pretest and posttest scores of the LC and the

MC KG children are presented in Table 12, As it can be seen,

there are substantial initial differences betWeen the two groups

(all differences are statistically significant, PIC.05) in favor

.of the MC group. Similar differences can be found in the posttests.

Table 12: Mean Pretest and Posttest Scores of
LC and MC Kindergarten Children

-- .

Low SES
-

(N=551

X SD

--
Middle Class

(N=48)

lr SD

Low SES

(N =50)

T -sr
Middle Class

(N=43)
lr SD

LetterMlatching 3.04 1.11 3.81 1.09 4.76 2.19 5.27 , 2.20

Picture-Number
Matching 8,98 1.75 10.76 0.98 10.53 2.15 .11.23 2.65

Number Matching 2.94 '1.19 ,7.36 1.18 4.07 1.32 8.04 1.98

Field-
,

Independence 3.35 1.77 5.03 1.75 5.58 . 1.95 6.74 1.42

Parts of the .
.

Whole 4.00 2.33 6.12 2.04 5.91 2.23 7.42 3.27

Relational
Concepts 4.27 1.33 5.71 0.93 5.43 1.40 6.37 1.04

Classificatton 6.64 3.98 10.16 3.44 8.81 4.44 13.66 2.7?

A

Ordering of
Pictures 0.84 0.95 1.81 1.02, 2.07 1.39 1.81 0.79

Sesame Street *

Test - - - - 3.33 2.94 7.09 3.50
.

.

wY
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(1) Did the Program Have an Effect on the Children's Achievement?'

le In order to examine the effects that exposure to the

program had on posttest scores, all KG children were first divided

into four viewing quartiles. The effects of background-and

initial (pretest) achievement were isolated and for each one of

the two extreme quartiles - heavy and light vieweti predicted

mans (i.e., the means expected on the basis of the regression

. . ,

equation) of achievement scores were oalputed. These are presented*

it in Table 13.

Table 13: Predicted PoittestMeansrfor the Two
Extreme V1ewjng Quartiles

Predicted Predicted
Means of i7:Means of

Lower Viewin1 OperNiewing Contribution of

Quartile :Quartile Exposure'

The Test (N=23) (N=23) . R2 Sy.x F P

Letter Matching 1.43 14.68 .488 .1.64 11.09 4.01

Number Matching 1.55 8.60 .406 1.32 5.43 4."..'.05

Picture-Number 12.68 14.94 .572 0.79 1.60 -

Matching

Field Independence 4.81 5.33 .352 1.24 Op

Parts of the Whole- 2.12 14.84 .306 '2.56 6.26 <05

Relatio 1 Concepts 6.76 7.01 .397 1.01 0.06 ' -

Classification .5.09 22.04 .735 2.45 9.86 <.01

Picture Ordering 1.26 '- 0.53 .549 0,75 1.31 -
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It can be seen from the table that after background,

initial achievement and skill scores were partialled out, heavy

viewers (Q4) outperformed light viewers (Q1) on nearly all

posttests. This is to say that when the two groups are statis-

tically made equal and only amount of viewing left to differen-
t

tiate between them, there appear differences between the

predicted mean posttest scores of the two quartiles. These

differences are significant in four out of the eight tests.

This comparison, revealing as it may be, excludes, in

fact, half the children. Analysis of the contribution of

exposure to the program to posttest 4flormance when all of the

KG chidren are considered is presented in Table 14. This table

presents the posttest variance accounted for by background and

pretest Stores (first three columns) as well as their total

contribution when added up (fourth column). After the contri-

bution of these factors ha: been partialled out, exposure was

entered and its additional contribution to the posttest variance

was tested for significance. (Table 14, see Page 63).

l
The overall analysis, based on all of the children,

yields a picture similar to that which was pro by the

. to
comparison of weighted means.. But the present analysis provides

more detail. a

( 71
.
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Table 14: Amount of Posttest Variance Accounted
for by Background, Initial Achievement

and Exposure for All KG Children 0.93)

Variance Source Other
accounted back- All
for on . . . ground pre-

SE variables tRsts
'it` +R4 +R4

Viewing

Enjoyment

Comprehension

Sesame Street
Test

Matching of
Letters

Matching of
Numbers

Picture-Number
Matching

Field
Independence

Parts of the
Whole

Rational
Concepts

4.6% 49.0% 5.0%

6.3 18.9 17.3

13.4 17.3 16.6

24.6 7.2 12.7

0 2.7 19.2.

8.7 13.2 12.6

13.2 6.6 22.7

3.2 3.2 15.5

0.7 8.8 11.8

11.3 11.1 17.2

Classification 24.7 4.7 24.3

Picture
Ordering

35.9 7.1 8.8

72

Total

R2

Contribution of
Exposure

+R2

5815%

42.5

47.3

44.5 .

21.9 5.2% 4.71% .<.05

34.5 11.8 14.26 .C.01

42.5 7.8 9.84 4.01

21.9 4.0 3.64 1.:.05

20.3 13.3 7.12 ic.01

39.6 3.8 4.53 4.05

53.7 8.4 --12.5 <.01

51.8 1.4 2.45
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It can be seen that exposure accounted fOr significant
e

portions of pdsttest variance in all the intended goal areas.
./

\-

The biggest contribu ton that exposure had was to the test of

Parts of the Whole an to Matching Numbers. !n contrast, we do

1,
not find thit exposure to the program contributed significantly

to performance on the test of Picture Ordering. Exposure to
. .

the program had some contribution to the variance of the Field

Independence test, but was not found to be significant at

theyequiFed level. As previously stated, these two latter

tests were supposed to +Aire components of the children's

media-literacy. The absence 'of effect on performance on these

two tests evidently shows that exposure to the program, .

' though At was' psychologically demanding, did not change the

skills which fie hypOthesized to be affected by the presentation

formats of the medium.

(2) Who Was More and Who Was Less Affected? In Which Areas?

The socio-economic background of the children, other

background factors, and especially the initial achievement

scores had large effects on posttest achievement'Scores, as can

be seen in Table 14. Therefore, it was found necessary to

separate between LC and MC children in order to measure the

contribution that exposure to the program had on each of the

groups. Table is presents the multiple regression analyses of

the data on MC (W43) and LC children (N .50) ately. (Table

15, see Page 65).
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Table 15: Amount of Posttest Variance Accounted for
by Background, Initial Achievement and
Exposure for Elch SES Group at KG Age-,_

All back-
Variance Source ground
Accounted of variables
for on . . . Variance R2.

Viewing MC 22.4%
LC 37.4

Enigyment MC 17.3
LC 26.0

.

Comprehension, MK..-

LC 3;..2

Sesame Street MC 12.6

J
LC% 20.2

Letter Matching MC, 14.8

LC 26.7

Number'Matching MC 38.2
, . LC 25.2 .

PictureNumber IjC 14.1

Matching LC 16.8

Field MC , . 3.7

Independence Lt 15.3

Parts
,

of the MC 19.0

Whole LC 20.9

Relational MC 16.1

Concepts' LC 16.9

Classification MC 30.1

91 LC 8.2

Pictui.e Ordering MC . 29.1

LC 14.0

All Contribution of
Pretests- Total Exposure

+R2 R2 +R
2

26.4% 48.8%
26.1 63.5

52.7 70.,0 - .

23:2 .49.2
.

45.9 .74.9

28 65.9

' 1
4b,.9 61...5

/

25.7 . 45.9

36.0 '50.8 4.3%* 1.96

21.1 c..,47.8 16.3 5.40*

16.6 54.8 11:0 4.50*
31.3 56.5 17.8 7.30*

46.8 60.9 10.1

:.0726:
.

45.2 62.0 14.0

28,4 32.1 , 9.6 3.75
28.5 4.8 5.1 2.20

17.8 36.8 18.3 1.90*
27.6 48.5' 6.6 3.60

39.1 55.2 - 4.2 .Z.10
26.4 43.3 .17.7 ' 8:10*

24:3 54.4 14.3 6.90**
$2.3 60.5 9.2 4.80*

., .

, 28.9 . 58.0 7.4 3.40
27.3 41.3 5.3 ?.10

* p4.05
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<(-

Comparing the contributions of exposure to posttest

performance of the MC and the LC groups, we find that in the

tests of Letter Matching, Number Matching, Picture-Number Match-

ing, and Relational Concepts, exposure to the program accounted

for more of the posttest variance among the LC. The opposite

A the case in the tests of Parts. of the Whole and in Classifi-

cation, where'exposure to the program accounted for a larger

portion of-the variance among the MC.' This finding is somewhat

surprising since, it is rarely the case that, other factors

/held constant, LC children benefit more than MC ones (Katzman,

1973).

1

Examination of the mean scores and the respective

rs/b

standard` deviations makes e possibility of a ceiling effect
f

unlikely. That is, the pos ility that MC children received

too high scores to allow for further improvements was ruled

unlikely. Thus, for example, the mean posttest,score of!the

MC group was 5.27 (SD: 2.204 on the test of Lettbr Matching,

while the maximum could be a score of 8; their mean Numbe'r

Matching score was 8.04 (SC: 1.98) out of a possible score

of 11; and a mean score of 6,37 (SD:. 1.04) on the test of

imp

4.

Relational Concepts, out of a possible score .of 8.

*

4
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It is thus intriguing to ask whether there might be a 1

profound difference between the goal areas in whith'the LC group

et

was more affected )( a'compared with the areas in which the MC

group wa$ more aff ted. In other words, are there some

underlying cal differences between the tests of Parts

of the Whole and Cla sification on which MC profited more and

. the other tests on which LC gained more?

A somewhat. intuitive examination of the tests suggests

that the differen tests of Matching, as well as the test of

Relational Conce ts, require an analytic approach, calling for

differentiation nd (partly, at least) visual discrimination.

On the other han the tests of Parts of the Whole and Classifi-

cation appear to require an approach of synthesis, that is,

combining elements and abstracting a new entity on'the basis of

the new combination.

If indeed these are the factors differentiating between

the two types of tests, then on the basis of a taxomopic-

'N-14.srarchical view of skills (Bloom, 1956; Kropp and Stoker,

1966) we could hypothesize that improvements in,the area of

synthesis need to be contingent upon prior achievements in the

area of analysis. It follows that children who have reached an

initial mastery of analytic skills should be able to improve in

the area of synthesis. On the other hand, children with initially

poor mastery of analytic skills should improve first in the area

of analysis. Thus, we would expect early achievements on tests

which require analysis to predict later achievements on tests
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of synthesis but not vice versa, i.e., early achievements in

-

synthesis should not predict later performance on analytic tests.

This hypotbesis.can be tested by means of the crossed-

lagged correlation panel. Pre- and posttest achievements on

both types of

/

tests are intercorrelated and the magnitude of'

these correlations is, then' examined. (See Figure 1, Page 69).

The tests of Classification and Parts of the Whole were

considered to represent the-area of synthesis while the other

tests were considered as tests of analytic.andpdiscrimination.

ability.

Examinat4n'of the correlations on the diagona(ls makes

it evident thatkrediction from'early mastery of analytic'skills

to later mastery of synthesis is far better than prediction in
4

4

the opposite direction. For instamals.pretest scores on the

Number Matching test (assumed to be a test of visual analysis)

correlated .41 (P4C.01) with Classification posttest scores.

However, pretest Classification scores correlated only -.02 with

i

Number Matching posttest scores. Thus weseem to have evidence

to support claims that (a)'tthe tests pertain apparently to two

classes. of abilities, possibly. = analysis and synthesis, and

(b) mastery imIhe area of synthesis is contingent upon prior

mastery in the area of analysis.
. -
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Figure 1: Crossed-Lagged Correlati n Panel of
Pre- and Posttests of Analysis and

Synthesis (N=93)

Posttest Classi-

(May) fication

.51**

.20*
Letter
Matching

Classi-
fication

-.05 .51**

Pretest Classi- .42** Letter Classi-

Matching(November) fication

Posttest

(May)

Classi-
fication

.51**

.34**

Relational
Concepts

.35**

Pretest Classi- .50** Relational
(November) "fication

Posttest Part &

(May) Whole -37**
-.14

0 .10

Pretest Part &

(November) Whole
-.29**

Concepts

.26

fication

Classi-
fication

.51*

Number
Matching

-.05 -

.14 Number

Matching

mature
Number

.51** Matching

Classi-
, .30**

fication

It

Letter Part &

Matching* Whole - .65**

-.05

Letter
Matching

78

/

.46**

Picture
Number
Matching

.Number
Matching

Part & Number
Whole .417- Matching
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Figure 1 (cont'd.)

4 . .

Posttest Part &,
(May) Whole

0

Pretest Part &

(November) Whole

-70-
41.

Picturet

Numbers Part &
22* Matching Whole

Fi ld
Posttest In epen-
(May) de ce

* *

Field
Pretest Indep:en-

(NoVember) dencei

-.2e**

.34**

* P . 05

** P 6)1

a

.23**

:46**

Pictures

Numbers

Matching

Classi-
fication

.50**

Classi-'
fication .

0

Part &
Whole

.14

Rela-

tional

Concepts

-.20*

Field

Indepen-
dence .22*

.28**

Field

Indepen-

dence ,

.35**

Rela-

tional

Concepts.

Part &
Whole

.20*

-.20* Part &

Whole

:In light of the above One c. better understand LC

children; whose initial mastery was rel on all tests

-(Table N, benefited more in one area while MC children profited

more in another. Sinte MC children have started out with a

relatively high level of mastery, in the analytic area, they

could. be affected by.the program in the area of, synthesis. LC-

* children, onhesother:- hand, needed to improve in their analytic

-

I

abitities,before:exposure to the Program could improve their

abilities of synthesis.

1.
.1
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It is reasonable to conclude that exposure to Sesame

Street had differential effects. Each child gained from the

program in an,area in which this deficiency (i.e., relatively
,

poor mastery) was more basic. Hence the stronger effect on LC

children in areas measured by the tests. of Matching and the

test of Relational Concepts, and the stronger effect on MC

. -children in areas measured.by the tests of Classification and

Parts of the Whole.

(3) .The. Effect of Encouraging the Mothers

As previously stated, the KG- children Were:divided into

two group's: one group of children (two kindergartens: one of

lower class children and one of middle dais children} whose

mothers were encouraged to co-observe the program with their

children, and a second group (identically composed} - whose

mothers were not encouraged, thus watching the program as they.

pleased.

It was hypothesized that children whose-mothers were .

co-observing the program with them would not only watch the

programiMore but would also benefit more from it. Table 16

present the amount/of posttest variance accounted for by
I . .

. .

encouragement of mothers aftet partial,ling out the effect of

background variables and initial achievements, separately -for

MC and LC childrIn.

.1 I

4
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As hypothesized, encouragement of mothers contributed

to the amount of exposure to the program, but this contribution

was only signifiCant in the LC group (8.6%). In the MC group

it was very small. Similarly, encouragement of mothers

contribute4 impressively to the enjoyment of the LC children

(23.6%)an4 somewhat less t9.their comprehension of the program's

content (6:1%)4 but not to the enjoyment and comprehension of

. the MC. children. For them, exposure to the program, enjoyment

',from it and comprehension of its content were not affected by

the enc uragement given to their mothers.

Aside from the effect of encouragement on the exposure'

patterns of LC, one should notice the nearly total absence of

any posttest variance accounted for directly by mothers'

encouragdment. The only exception is Field Independence, where

encouragement made a significant difference for MC but not for.

,LC children. (Table 16, see,Page 73).

If encouragement did not have a direct effect on

learning beyond its effects on the amount the LC children were

exposed to the program, it had an indirect effect on them

inasmuch as it made their social class affiliation become less

significanta predictor, as shown in Table 17 (see Page 74).
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Table 16: Amounts of Posttest Variance Accounted'
for by Mother's Encouragement After
Controlling for Background and Initial
Achievement Variables

Variance
accounted
for on . . .

Total Group'

(N=93)

Among Middle Class2 Among Low SES3
(N=43) (N-52)

R2 F R2 F R? F

Viewing 2.6%, 3.04 3.5% 1.63 8.6% 8.92**

Enjoyment . 7.0 9.63 0.3 0.22. 23.6 25.20**

Comprehension 3.4 4.95* 0.4 0.32 6.1 6.28*

,

Sesame Street Test 6.2 9.50** 2.7 1.65 6.3 3.68

Letter Matching . 4.2 4.20* 7.7 3.72 0.9 0.61

Number Matching 1.1 1.46 0.1 0.03 0.2 . 0.17
. / .

Picture-Number 41

Matching 0.1 0.18 1.8 0.90 0.8 0.96

Field Independence 9.1 MO** 13.0 5.17* 5.7 3.25

Parts of the Whole 0 0 0 0 5.4 3.42

Relational Concepts 2.2 2.74 1.9 0.88' 0 0

Classification 0.5 0'.,86 0 .9 2.1 1.85

Picture Ordering 1.7 2.62 's `I 0.1 0.04 0.2 0.10

* P.(.05 1 All encouraged children in comparison

** P.d.(11
71g

with all not-enco aged ones.

2 Comparison between the MC encouraged
and VC not - encouraged: :1

3 Comparison between LC encouraged and

82

LC not encouraged.
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Table 17:
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Amounts ofExiill'are,and Ppsttest
Variance ActounW for by'5E5 .

Differences in the Encouraged and
Not-Encouraged Gpolps .

Encouraged Group -Not-Encouraged Group
(N=50) (N =43)

R
2

Viewing

s Enjoypent

.Comprehension

Sisaik.:Street Test
.

Letter' Matching

Number Matthflig

Picture - r

Matchi

a6Fii1d-1ndependerice
.

Parts of Whole

Rilational Concerrt0

Classification

Picture Ordering

'3

4.5%

0.8

.-:-1 5.5

31.2

4.3

12:9

'a.9

21.7

3.6 ."

5,6

16.5

28.7 .

R2

2.21

.17
27.6%

19.4

16.00".

10.12**

2.7i,._ 31.2 19.01 **

,21.30** : 25.7 14.53**

2.12 12.6 6.06*

6.65
. .% 4-

6.5 .2.95

0.45 34.0 21.65**

.

19.04**' 0.1 0.66

1:78 0.1 0.02
4

i.8C1 19.8" 10.36**

9.29** .36.5 . 24.19**

184.97** 44.0
-

33.02**
:7

1)1.05

(7.4

** y4 co

Olt

I

. "

I

8.1

9 - .
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Examinatio of the/amounts of posttest variances accounted-

foe by SES differences in the encouraged and not-encouraged groups,

shok a differential pattern. While SESacicounted for relatively.

'large portions of posttest variance in ihe-not-encouraged group.

it accounted for 4r less varianat in the encouraged group. Thus,

e.g., whereas SES differences accounted for 36.5% of the Classi-

ficat4on test variance in the not - encouraged group, it accounted

for only 16.5% in the encouraged group. The same pattern can be

seen in most other tests. The only exception is the Field Inde-

pendence Test, where encouragement accentuated SES differences in

111

favor of the middle class. This had been noted in Table 16,

and will be disciissed later. I

-With respect to most of the posttest measures, tone finds

that encouraging mothers attenuates rather strikingly'the

. predictive power of SES. It appears as if the psYchoTogical

.

correlates of SES'differences become either completely frrele-
. 4

vant gr at least far-less relevant when* mothers are encouraged

to colobserile the program with their Children. .

Generally, , the encouragement of mothers had a

011
relatively strong ut ibdit.ect effect on' the iearninlof the LC,

.
4'

but not the MC' group.' This effect was mediated 'by the modes of
r. r .

-exposure to the program. Encouraged IC children viewed more of

.

, . .
.

.
the. rogram and knew more Of.iti messages. However the.

comp bent of.exposure which was most strongly and.directly

affected 15y mothers' encouragement was. the ,children's enjoyment*

'of the program. Indeed. enjoyment, was a significant contributor



A

-to learning in the LC, but not in the MC group. While enjoyment

correlated non-significantly with posttest measures in the MC

group (median r = .15; range from -.09 to .29),it correlated

much higher in the LC group (median r = .36; range from .20 tp

.66). Moreover, whereas enjoyment correlated only moderately

With the other measures in the not-encouraged LC group (median

r = .28), it correlated far higher in the encouraged_ LC group

(median r = .48). within the MC group no such differences were

found. It is warranted to conclude that while enjoyment makes

little difference for MC children, it it--10f much importance to

LC ones.

It seems, then, that the encouragement of mothers had

mainly an affective influence, which was negligib in th

group but very-functional for the LC children. Fo them,

apparently, enjoyment, hence posi ive affect, may be very

conducive for benefiting from a p ram such as Sesame Street.

It makes them benefit nearly as much, and sometimes more, than

1

MC childreri\This finding is in keeping with Berlyne's (1969)

finding concerning the increased pleasantness of'a stimulus

with the decrease in its ambiguity or complexity.

''Yet, there is the question as to why only LC children

benefited from mothers co-observing in terms of increased

enjoyment and,comprehension of the show while MC children did

not. A possible answer, though one for Which no direct evidence 1!

is available, is that MC children watch.televislon with their

mothers quite frequently iryway and hence no change of.situation

)

.t
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and social atmosphere wasSexperienced by them when mothers

complied with our request. Indeed, their mean viewing, enjoyment

and comprehension scores were significantly higher than those

of the LC children, even without Orb addition of co-observing

mothers. But this could not account for the fact that their

Field bidependence scores (unlike those of LC) were directly

affected by the co-observation of mothers.

We may, however, safely assume that the encouraged

Mothers of all children were active co-observers and aided the

children to structure the messages and attend to particular

elements in the program; 'This was, quitelikely,'redundant for

the MC but not for the LC children with regard to all measures

but Field Independence. Here, the mothers' behavior of singling

out specific elements in the program may have provided unplanned

for, inciOntal training which may have manifested itself in the

children's performance on a test which measured a similar

capability. Since this test measures a cognitive style rather-

than a particular and more easily mOdifiable skill, Et would be

possible to hypothesize that it i3' the initially less field

dependent child, observing alprogram with a more analytically

oriented mother, who benefits more froolher paticipation in

this area.

(4) Summary

The first questign we wanted to answer was: does exposure

to the program affect.the kindergarten children's achievements?
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Comparison of the posttest scores of heavy viewers (the upper

viewing quartile) with the scores of light viewers (the lower

viewing quartile), after partialling out the background variables

and initial achievements, reveals that the Prram had a substan-

tial effect on four out of the eight areas investigated. A more

detailed investigation based on all of the G children reveals

that exposure to the program had 'a signific nt contribution to

the variance of six out of the eight
01
tests. All of the areas

which were affected by exposure to the program were from amongst

the driginal goal, areas., On the other hand, the measures which

we subsumed under media-literacy (Picture Ordering Test and

Field Independinm) were not at all affected.

The second question we asked was who was more affected

by exposure to the program, and in which areas? Our analyses

indicated that SES was a stroneredictor. Indeed, examination

of the LC and the MC groups indicated that the program had

diAferential effects. LC were affected more in those areas

which seemed to require an analytic approach to stimuli,

/1\ -while the MC children were more affected in those areas which

we think require more an approach of synthesis. In order to

test this hypothesis, e examined.the possibility that early

achievements on analyti tests condition later achidements in

1

tests which require, apparently, an approach of synthesis, but

not the reverse. On the basis of correlational analyses, the

hypothesis was confirmed: achievements on tests such as'Letter

--,41Matching, Number Matching, and Relational Concepts (assumed t

87
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be analytical) adequately predicted posttest achievements on

the tests of Classification and Parts of the Whole (asstimed to

require skills of synthesis).. We did not find high correlations"

in the opposite direction. Hence, we concluded that the

suggested differentiation between the two types of tests was

reasonably valid. It was consequently concluded that LC

children benefited more in the analytic area, since mastery of
A

it is prior condition to improvement in the area of synthesis.

MC children profited more in the area of synthesis, since their

initial'mastery of analysis was sufficient to allow improvement

in *synthesis.

The third question we presented was concernedwith the

effect on the amount of learning from the program of eniouraging

'mothers to co-observe the program with their children.

Encouragement of mothers was not found to affect the amount of

viewing done by the MC 'children but dig affect the amount of

exposure of the LC children. The effect on the children's

enjoyment from the program was especially salient. Excourage-

rent of mothers did not have a direct effect on achievements,

except) on Field Independence, in which mainly MC children

were affected. On the other hand, we found that encouragement

of mothers had an indirect effect on achievements, inasmuch as

it substantially reduced the predictive or differentiating

power of*SES differences.' The ever-present differences between

the LC and the MC chi \dren were dramatically attenuated in the

encouraged groups The gap between these two groups remained a

' 88 \
a \ .
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strong predictor in the group of children who watched voluntarily,

without mothers' encouragement.,

c. The Effects of the Program'on Grade-School Children

The mean pretest achievement scores of LC and MC school

children are presented in Table 18. It should be noted that the

sthool children's scores are not necessarily higher (in two eases they aret

even lOwer) than the scores of the KG children, when compared on

the identical tests. However, the different testing conditions .

may account for this anomaly: whilt tht KG children were tested

individually, the gr4de-school children were tested in groups.

a

-

'Table'18: Mean Pretest and Posttest Scores
of LC.and MC School Children

PRETEST POSTTEST
Low S .ES --Wale Class Low SElr Middle Class
(N=82) (N=142) (N=82) (N=142)

Y SD r SD i- SD I SD

Parts of the Whole

Classificaqon

Field Independence

Orderiqg of
Pictures

Points of view

Figure 8 Ground

Close-up - Long .

Shot

Sesame Street.

I

7.43 2.10

7.54 2.96

5.15 --1.48

0.79 0.84.

1.21 0..90

1.62 1.32

3.13 0.94

t

7.60 1.88 8.18 1.94 8.45. 1.60

7.73 2.73 9.91 2.76 10.95 '2.79

5.46 1.30 2.30 1.56 6.67 1.35

1.13 0.80 1.30. ).05 1.72 'A.13

1.48 \ 0.84 .1.34 0.87 1.90 0.92

2.41 1.26 2.70 1.41 3.06 1.59

2.78 L.78 3.60 1. 1 4..16 1.15

6.-7 3.4 8.85 3.34

\
89 tr
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As seen in Ta ble 18, the MC children score somewhat

higher on the pretest than the LC chilc:en, although the dif-

ferences are not significant except for two tests: Ordering of

Pictures and Figure and Ground. But these.liffirences;-alfhOugh.

significant,are quite small. There are somewhat larger

differences between the LC and MC stores in the posttests,

point to which. we will return later on.

(1) Did the Program Have an Effect on thejfiildren's
Achievements and Skills?

Alltests, except for the tests of Classification and
t

Parts of the WhOleipertained, as we hypothesized, to media-

literacy. The following analyses therefore present mainly the

program's effects.on this particular domain of skills.

As with the KG sample, heavy viewers (upper quartile)

were compared on the posttest scores with light viewers (lower

quartile), after all other measured sources of variance had

been part-Jailed out.. The predicted posttest means of the two

quartiles are presented in Table 19. As can, be seen, there were

significant differences between heavy and lightgiewers on all

tests. ipposure to the program accountelkfor the Ikgest #ortions

of variance on the-tests -of basiification, Close-4- Long?Shot,

"%and Parts of the Whole. It accounted for smaller, amounts of

posttest variance on the remaining tests.

.

t 90
. !,i \
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Table 19: Predicted Posttest Means 'for the

Two Extreme Viewing Quartiles
in Schools

'Predicted

Mean. of

Lower

The Test Viewing

. Quartile
(N=56)

Predicted
Mean of
Upper
Viewing
portile
(W--56)

% of
Variance
Attributed
to

Exposure
R2

Standard
Error of

Predic-

tion

(Sy.x).

Parts of the Whole 12.17 19.60 9.1% 2.11

Classification 17.64 ' 29.90 11.6 2.51

Field Independence 7.01 11.31 7.8 1.27

Ordering of Pictures 1.76 3.09 6.7 0.85

Points of View 3.58 5.51 .T6.0 0.83

Figure & GroUnd 1.01 7.11 7.9 1.24

Close-up - Long-shot 5.47 10:69 9.9 1.33'

The Signifi-
cance of the
Differnece
Between the
Quartiles
F P

5.23

8.57.

4.52,

4.80

4.28

5.86

5.59

.q5

4 .01

< 05

<

c..05

< .05

< .05

Multiple Regressjon analysis based on the whole school

sample 00224 is presented in fable 20.. , In hii analysis the

,

;our measures of exposure are entered separately-since their'

intercorrelations were rather low comparison to what.Was

found in the Ita.saiple--(spe Table 11)4

The first thing-to note is hat the socio-economic

backgrouAd of the children. had a su stantial negative

contribution to the variance of enjoyment.(-19%) and to the

variance of,comprehension of thd-p!Upam's content (-22.3%)..

9.1
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Table 20: Amount of Posttest Variance Accounted for by Back-
ground, initial Ac4ievement and Expdsure for All
School Children .(N =224)

4

Variance Source Back-
-of test, of. ground
account. ariance SES & Total
for Pretest---

R2.
+R2

Viewing

+R2 F

Contribution of Exposure Measures
Sesame Street

TestEnjoyment

+R2 F

Comprehension

,

+R
2

. F +R
2

F
. . .

. . ,
.

Viewing 1.8% 6.3% .8.1%.
.

Enjoyment - -19..0 . 6.8,-25.8. 33.1% 165:47***

Comprehension -22.3

_ .

9.7 12.0 4.0 12.98** 1.S%S% 4.44*

.

:

r . '

Sesame Street Test 5.5 32.4 17.9 1.7 ' 4.4Q* 0.9 2.33 6.6% 118.35**.

. .

F

Parts of the (We 0.5 8.6. , 9%1 .t0.5% 1.14 -0.2 -0.50 1.1 2.52 21.8 65.59***

Classification 1% 3.2 13.6' 16.8. -0.1 0:28 -1.7. 4.12* 0.3 .71 21.6 72.94***

Field ndependen6e 1.5 19. 2143 -0:5 1,22. -1.7, 4.70* -1.5 4.04* 5.6 16.60*A40

Ordering of Picture -3.2' 20.0 23.' -0:2 :6.27 .-2.5 6.68** .5 1.44 17.26**5.9

Points of View 8.4 8.8 17.2 -1:3 3.40 '-0.1 0.16 0.1 0.01 9.2 26.03***
.

,

I-.

Figure: & Ground 1.2 20.8 22.0 -0.3 -0.66 -0.1 .0.18 0:4 .,0.88 il.0 33.10**

Closeup - Long -shot, 4'.' 12.1 16.7 -1.2 3.02, 0.1 0.09 0.1, 0.24., 0.1- 38.16***
'..

PdC,05
P<. 01
Plc.001

-WO
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SES accounted also for only a small portion of the Sesame Street

Test variance (5.5%).. Thus, the pattern of relationships.

between SES and exposure in the school sample differs markedly

from the pattern in the KG sample. While in KG, MC children

viewed the program more, enjoyed it more and recalled.it better;

the opposite was true in the school sample. This is very much

in keeping with findings reported earlier (section 1 of this

chapter) which showed that while exposure of older MC children

declined sharply as the season, progressed, that of Lt children

did not. The fanner, it was suggested) became fatigued with the

program, whose)ssages appeared to be too childish for them.

.

The second point to note relates to the contribution of

exposure to the variance of the tests. After patialling out

the contributions of the background variables and initial

achievements, fit becomes evident that exposure (or more specifi-

cally, the scores on the'Sesame Street Test) contributed

substantially to the variance of three tests: Parts of the Whole

(21.8%), Classification (21.6%) and Close-,up - Long-shot (23.1%).

ExposUre accounted somewhat less for ttl variance of the lest of

Figure and Ground (01.0%). It accounted for smaller portions of

tie variance of the remaining tests.

In general it is ILssible'to state that the program's
L...

effect is stronger in the intended goal areas (ClassliCation,

and Parts of the Whole)'and somewhat less so in the areas of

\media-literacy The only exception is the Close-up - Long-sho , ., ,

-

I
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test: 211% of its variance is attributable to exposure to the

piogram. Otherwise, it appears thatexposure to the program

accounted for less variance on the media-literacy tests than on

the tests of the intended goal areas.

7

Finally, it is worth comparing the ambuntof posttest

variance attributable to exposure in the school sample with

that in the KG sample, with regard to two common tests:

Classification and Parts of the Whole. While exposure accounted

for only 8.4% of the Classification variance in KG, it accounted

for 21.6% in the schools 5- The respective figures for the Test ,

of Parts of the Whole are 13.3% and 21.8%. Does this mean that

the program taught the school, children more than the KG ones?

It should be noted at the outset that the total amount

of dirlanC* of these tests accounted for by background and

pretests in KG is far rger than in the schools (53.7% vs.

16.8%,for Classification, d 20.3% vs. 9.2% for Parts of the

Whole). Thii suggesti that osttest performance of KG children

is much moire contingent upon their background and prior achieve-
. t

ments, while in the schools these relationships are far weaker.

Thus, the posttest performance of the school children, being

. less influenced by home environment, prior knowledge and the

:like, appears to be more fluid and more responsive to external

-stimulation.

Nevertheless, it appears to us that comparisons between

the gains of KG and'school children should be made with caution.

\91
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There might be some statistical artifact to account for the

large discrepancies between the gains of the two samples.

't (2) Who Was More and Who Was Less Affected? In Which Areas?

Separath regression analyses for the LC and the MC'groups

are presented inlable'21. On the whole, exposure to the progrOlik

had significant effects on both groups, with the exception of the

Figure and Ground test where the LC children were not affected

at all by exposUre. It can be also seen that the effeCts,of

exposure en the media-literacy tests' were smaller than their effects

on the-intended goal areas."

The most important poiht to note is that the MC children

appear to be affected more strongly by exposure than the LC ones:

Thus; e.g., while exposure accounted for 21.3% of the'Close-up -

Long -shot test in the MC group, it accounted for only 12.2% of

the variance in the LC group. This difference cannot be explained.

by different distributions of scores in the two groups, as the

standard devjatidhs are surprisingly similar.

95



Table-21; Amount of Posttest Variance Accounted for by Background
Inttial Achievement_and Exposure for Each SES in Schools

Variance Source of Back-.
of test variance ground

------ accounted.. ,
. and

. for Pretest-

*No

s

(12 +R
2

. Contribution of Exposure Measures

Viewing Enjoyment Comprehension Sesame Street Test

+R2 F All
2

F +R
2

,..'- t.

Viewing...... MC _;,. u..az

LC , 12:8
. .

.

.

.

.

_

.

Enjoymeine--7--- MC 16.9 974% 15.85**
LC 24.9 56:0 , 175.56***

.4111

Comprehension MC 20:5. .0.2 . 0.27 0% 0 .

. . LC 28.4 8.8 8:95** 0.9 0,.92 -- ,

Sesame Street Test MC 18.6 0 0' 1.5. 2..30 11.0 18.90** .
.

LC 28.5 9.6 9.-96** -2.4 - 2.54 4.3 4.78* .

_

Parts the Whole MQ 10.3 -0.2 0.31 1.5 .2.06. 0.9 1.23 26,5% "52.81***,of

. LC 25.6 . -0.4 0.34 ., -1.3 1.09 1'.l 0.97 17.1 19.06**:

Classification e,' MC 13.4 0.2 0.34 0.2 0.26 0.1 0:17 30.6 66.76***
'LC- 30.1 -0.4. ' 0.38 ,2.5. 2.32 1,1 0.39 12.9 -14.67**

Figa-I;dependence MC. 33.8 0 . 0 0.5 0.95 0.4 0.68 6.7 13.78**
LC -24.5.-.--1",073 , 0.26 -0.8 0.66 1.4 1.19 9.7 9.39**

Ordering of Pictures MC 23.4 0 0 -1.4 2.39- 1.0 1.59 .18.45**
LC 314:4 -0.1 :04 . -1.8 -1.82 0,.1 0.03

,9.8
4.8 5.02*

Pointi ofire:7 '.MC' 14.8 -1.3 .88 0.4,
, .

(1459 , 3.2 4.93* 12.0 _ 21.27***
4 LC 20.9 , -2.2 .83 -1.3 1.10 . -0.5 .0.35 8.7 7.98**

p .

Figure & Ground MC 29.9 :4).1 .98
r

0 0:07 . 3:3 6.01* 14.5 34.27***
LC .- '127.7 0.) . 0.01- . 0 0.01 .. 0 0.01 3.7 . 3.33

. ,

Close-up 1 Long-shot MC 19.0 -1.4 .2.18 1.1 9.68. 2-.2 0.33 21.3 45.22***
LC 28.8 -0.1. 0.05 0.1 -0.1D 0 0 12_2 42.65**

* P4.05 ** P<.01 *** Pic:001
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The only test on which IC seem to have benefited

more, relative to their lower starts', was the Field Independence

Test. This brings forth our priviout hypothesis according to

which IC gain more in areas of analysis (particularly visual

analysis), while MC benelit more in areas of synthesis and

abstraction.

To examine whether this hypothesis is Also supported

in the school sample, a crossed-lagged panel correlation

analysis was performed. It was expectellis before, that since

ana ysis preceeds synthesis, early achievements in the former

*should predict later achievements in the latter, but not in dthei

opposite order. field Independence, known to be an'analytic test,

was intercorrelated with scores on the testy of Classification and

Parts of the Whole (assumed to pertain to synthesis) at two points

in time. The analyses are presente0 in Figure 2.

Figure 2: .Crossed-Lagged Correlition Panel of
Pie- and Posttest of Analysis, and
Synthesis (N2224)

ow.

Posttest Classi- .

(May) fication

Field

Indepen- Part &
denee . Whole

.20** .33**

.24** Field

Pretest Classi- Indepen-
(November) fication dence.

97

.03

Field'

Indepen-
45** denee

.10 Field

'Part & Indepen-

Whole dente
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In spite of the relatively low correlations on the

' I diagonals, they/nonetheless tend to confirm our hypothes

further corroboratiOg the distinction between the ar n which,
c*-4

each SES group gains more.

a.

4

another difference between the LC and MC children

relates to the amount of variance accounted for by initial

achievement and background factors in each 'posttest. We

systematically find that'more of the variance is accounted for

by these variables tn. the' LC than in the MC group. The only

exception Is the Field Independence test, where ,there is a

' stronger relationship between background and posttest in the MC

group. Thii is also the only test on which the LC benefited

from posure to Sesame Street more th eMC.

It becomes evident that as the contrite tion of back--
I

ground variables to posttest scores decreases, the contribution

oT exposure to those scO'res tends to increase. on*

first sight, only A statisticai.artifact: Act411y, it suggests

a rather important and Oofound difference. First, it should be

noted that no such difference between LCand MC was found in the

KG data. Second, there is no 4idenCe to sugges1t that while the

amountof variance accounted for by one source decreases, that

another source becomes necessarily a more significant predictor.
. , .

Nor is it the case that-the LC group is either more heterogeneous.

or, more homogeneous from the outset when compared with the MC

group. Thus we cannot avoid the conclusion that:background

98
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variables predict.posttest scores of KG children better than.

for school children, and'that among the latter postte'st scores

of LC are more coptingereupon their background than the

achievements of MC children.

A similar finding was reported by McCandless and

Roberts (1972). Their study was conducted on, 443 7th graders

in the U.S. Initial- skilirmeasures were found"to be highly

'correlated with later achievements in their LC sample (r = .74),
0

while no such correlation was found in'their MC group (r.= .20).

These findings'could explain the widening gap between the

"information poor" and.the "information rich" (Katzman, 1973),

which can be evidenced repeatedly in ITV and ETV studies. It

appears'asa general' rule that older and more well-to-do

children are more susceptible to educational stimulation than

younger and less well-to-do ones. The latter's achievements

are more strongly bound,by their background and prior achieve-
.

ments.

(3) How Much Was Media-Literacy Affected by the Program?

As we have pointed out already, media-literacy was

affected to a lesser
-
extent*than the achievements in the

),

original goal areas. Since gains from the program't content

were hypothesized to be related to improvements in media-

literacy, we examined the relations between them as they

changed over time. It was. reasonable to hypothesize that while

90
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Tables 22 and 23 present the correlations between the

tests in the intended goal areas (Parts of the 0iOle and

Classification) and those pertaining to media-literacy. Each

tabie presents the correlations within the light-viewing group

(ispper triangle) and the'heavy-viewing group (lower triangle).

Table 22 (see page'92, pertains to the pre-broadcasting testing,

-91..

it' was not essential for the two areas to be interrelated before

the broadcasting of the program, they shoulti become strongly];

associated at the end of the.season. .S,pch a change should,

however, occur in the group of heavy viewers but'not in the

group of light viewers. '.

1

while Table 23 (see page 93) pertains to the post-broadcasting

'testing.

By and large, the Correlations between the two areas of

concern before the broadcasting of the program are quite low.
a_.

The pattern changes significantly after the broadcasting season.,

There.is an incnease in the correlationlin'both viewing

quartiles. However, the increase in-the heavy-viewing group

is far more salient than in the light-viewing group (median

correlation of all the tests with the goal areas is .56 in the
4

former and .29 in the latter). Itthul aapears, as expected,

that much exposure to the program makes learning of the'

program's content closely related to media-literacy.

Another question related to. improvements in media-

literacy is'cokerned with the psychologkal mechanisms through
.

.1 00
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Iable 22: Intercorrelations Among the Pretest
Measures, in Lower and .1.10per,Viewing

Quirtiles

1. Parts of the Whole

2. Classification '-.06

3. Field Independence -.11,

4. Ordering of -.02
Pictures .

5. Points of View -.24
.

'6: Figure.& Ground -.32*.

7 Close-up-- -.20
Long-shot .

2

-.29*

.29* %

.19

--.-10'--
..

.30*

-.10

3 4 . 5 6

- .02

.16

.

.-/

.04

.131

.40**

)09

-.11.

.24

.08

..08

.27*

.18 .05 .12

.04 .03 - .16

.28* .07 .26* -

.13 .21 .31* .23

7

-.27* 71
.07

1.12

.01

.26)14

.3541r

*

**

Note: Ss in the lovier vieWing q'uartile appear in the upper
triangle: N=56; Ss of the upper viewing quartile
appear in the lower triangle: N=56,

P<.05

P<.01

.1 0 I
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Table 23:..Intercorrelations Among the Posttest
Measures in Lower and Upper Viewing
Quartiles

1. 2 3 .
i--

4 . 5 6 7

.. .

1. Parts of the Whole .48** .29* .25* .25* :24 .39**
S 1

2. Classification .81** .22 .37** .25* .31* .32*

J. Field Independence .64** .56** . .24 . .28* .15 :18

4. Ordering of .46** .58** 1k4** - :32* .27* .54**

.Pictures
.

5. Points of View , .52** .45** .56** .40** e - .16 ..41**

6. Figure & Ground .35** .46** .45** .60** .44** .25*
,-,

. .

.
.7. Close-up - .73** .76** .61** , .56** 4 .45** .46**

Long Shot
,

:0
/_,

t

Note: Ss in the lower viewing quartile appear in the upper
triangle:. N =56; Ss of the upper viewing quartile
appear in the lower triangle: N =56.

* P<.05 ;:

** 1)4.01 . '
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. which,exposure to Sesame Street may have affected media-literacy

skills. As discussed in the dpening ch4ter of this report,

two kinds of mechanisms we're hypothesized tcoperate. 'Skills

may have been called. upon, or activated, and reinforced, while

other skills may have been overtly modeled,, or supplanted,

allowing for imitation and internalization. We hypothesized

that tbose skills which were measured by the tests of Picture

Ordering, Close -up - Long-shot and Field Lndependence were .

activatedby the program's television formats. Viewers wj.th

adequate initial mastery of these skills should be able to

further improve in them. In contrast, skills measured by the

tests of Pints of View and Figure and Groud.were assumed to

be explicitly modeled or supplanted by the prlogram's formats

and hence mainly the poor, initial scorers should improve in them.

Initially more capable viewers'should not improve in these

areas, thUs zero or negative correlations would be expected .

between initial and later mastery of the supplanted skills.

Table 24 presents the correlations of each test with

itself (pretest correlated with posttest), separately for the

heavy and light 'viewing quartiles.

I e
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Table 24: Correlations between Pretests'and
Identical Posttests in theTilo
Extreme Viewing Quartiles.

Among Subjects in-
the' LoWer Viewing
Quartile

. .

(14.55)

Among Subjects in
the Upper Viewing

.Quartile
(1.65)

Skills Which Were "Activated":

1

Ordering of *Pictures .23-. .46**

Close'-up - Long shot .03 .33*

Field Independence .24' 36**

Skills Which Were "Supplanted":

Points of View .26* .01

Figure & Ground. .29* , -.40**

$-

between pre- and posttest in the light viewing quartile were

Wit becomes evident from the table., correlations

relatively low, in fact lower than expected, on both types of
t.

tests. This is not the case in the heavy viewing quartiles.

There,.tests of skills which were alleged to be activated by the

program's format, correlated pdsitively. with themselves over

time, thus indicating that those who; had)etter. initial mastery,

ilso had better. mastery five months later. On the other hand,

the-correlations between the tests of supplanted skills were

101.
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iero or negative, replicating previous findings (Salomon,

1972). It thus appears that Children with initially poor

mastery benefit, more when exposed to an explicit model that

supplants a skill, while children with initially fair mastery
\ i .

either fail to benefit or even suffer a loss due, evidently,

to interference. We should, coufte, be careful in reaching

cf fi

hasty conclusions on the basis of these data, since the

differentiation between what was "activated" and what was

"supplanted" was not the result of a controlled manipulation

but the result of impressions only. Nonetheless, it seems

that the findings support the hypothesis lend arein accordance

with what was found in earlie*r controlled studies.

(
(4) Summary

School children were affepted by exposure to the

program.in the original goal areas of achievement as well as,

in the areapof Media-literacy. Generally, the school children

gained more than KG ones, Wit a comparison between the two

samples may be slightly misleading due to differences in the

4 testing procedures.

Among the school children, MC gained more than LC ones

except for in Field Independence in Which LC seem to have '

gained slightly more. Additional analyses. tended to provide

further support of our hypothesis according to which LC
1

children gained more in-the area of visual analysis while MC

ones gain more in the area of synthesis.

10

4%.
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The school children were more strongly affected in tht

intended goal areas than in the area of media-literacy.' There

it evidence to support the hypothesis that improvements in the,

goal areas, which are based on the program's content, become

more closely as,2ociated with improvements in media- literacy

which result from exposure to the program's formats. Further-

,

more, it was found that children with initially poor mastery

df media - literacy, skills benefit more when skills are explicitly

`modeled or supplanted by the program's formats, while those with

pl

better initial mastery benefit more when skills are called upon,

or activated.

(

d
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DISCUSSION AND cometpsioNs.

I'

Generally,'it was found that exposure to Sesame Street

differentjentially affected children's achievements in the originally

int &ded goal areas and, to i'somewbat lesser extent, skill

mastery in the area of media-literacy.

The first question which needs to be asked about the

findings is whether it was in fact exposure to the program

. which contributed to the variance of the tests di whether

'there were other factors involved. This question is important

in light of the major statistical method used to analyse the

data. It it even more importaht in light of the fact that among

the measures of exposure, it was the Sesame, Street Test which

accounted for the largest portions of posttest variance. The

other measures of exposure (viewing, enjoyment and comprehension)

taken on six occasions during the broadcasting season, contri

buted moderately to the KG posttest, and hardly at all to the

posttests of the school children.

The Sesame Street Test included 12 multiple choice

items pertaining to salient segments which appeared in the 40

shows over the five months broadcasting season. There was a

25% chance of correctly answering by gues'sing. A child who
. .

guessed could receive a score of"only three points without even

watching the program. It would be rather impossible to obtain

a higher score on the test without ever watching the program.

- 107.
C.
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It therefore 'stands to reason, that the test was a fair.mgasure

of one's recollections of what was shown on the'screen.

gra

Still, it is thes4e that Sesame Street Test scores

correlated between (in the LC) apd 47 (in the MC) with

overall comprehension scores in the KG samp)e, at only .32 and

.41 respectively-Nu* in the school sample. The answer to this is

tobe found in the data on the - consistency of viewing. The

older the children, theiless consi tent their viewing of the

progqmt particularly among the MC. NBC' grade school children=

,became., as we have seen, less consistent and more haphazard

viewers, as the season progressg0. Still, their overall

comprehension of the program exceeded that of younger children.

Thus, no wonder that the correlations' between Sesame'St'ree1t

Test scor011ond periodic compinehension scores were lower in the

schools than in the KG. These lowered correlations do not impli,e*

however, that theSesame Street Test was less valid in the

schools.

Moreover, the Sesame Street Test was not a measure of

the sheer amount of time devoted to viewing the program. Rather,

it was a measure of what the child recalled from the pro9ram:

a memory factor was tapped by the test. The fact that'scores

on this test correlited between .16 and .43 with pretest

achievements further indicates that the test pirtained to

-"intelligent viewing of the program rather than to the amount

108
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of viewing time. It is interesting to note in this respect

that while the measure of viewing contributed only a little

=to posttest variance, ft, was Ihe measure of intelligent viewing

which. contributed the most. Indeed, the program was very

demanding due, mainly, to its novel formats, thus allowing the .

child who viewed the program more intelligently to gain from

lit more.

It may be 'concluded that perhaps the most important

factortn learning from a program such as Sesame Street is.not'

the actual time spent watching it but rather the intelligent

process'of viewing. This appears to be especially pronounced
*

in schools where time spent at the siiiien or enjoyment of the

material had little effect. In compirftkenjoyment of KG

children had some effect on learning outcomes, particularly

when no outside encouragement was given. Enjoyment. turns out

to be a rather important factor for KG children. It loses

Mi/ts importance when achild grows older.

Another question arising from the findings is concerned

with the size of gains made by the different age groups. How

can we explain the fit144g whereby', the program's effects increase

according to the age of the children? iraminationof the overall
. ,

means of viewing, comprehensido and scores Dn the Sesame Street

9

4P
7
The variance Common to the Sesame Street Test and the pretests
was, of course, partialled out iA our regression analyses.

.
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Test seem to provide the answer. The overall mean viewill scores

of,KG children is 3.2, that of 6-2 is 4.1, and that of 6-3 is

4.0. The mean comprehension scores are 1.65, 3.6', and 3.9,

respectively. The mean scores on the Sesame.,Streei Test are

5.13, 7.65 and 8.26 in the same order. Thus, it can be seen that

viewing, and especiy'intelligent viewing increases with age.

If it was exposure to the program which, as expected,- contributed

to, achievements, then. it becomes evident that the older childreR

who watched more also.gairied more.

'Moreover, we have also found that achievements of younger

and of lower SES children are more strongly tied to their back7

.

ground and prier achievements than the achievements of older and

of higher SES children. Achievements.whtch are highly dependent

on 6ackgrOund,facters and on prior achievements are apparently

'q1/4 more stable 4nd less susceptible to external stimulation.

t .

'14tver:thesless, we find in certain subte$41 greater gains for the

LC groups than for the Mt groups. ExOcosUre to the program, in
. . .

those cases, accounts for more potttest variance among the LC

than among the MC.'

.
Sesame Street, it wai observed, was rather demanding to

Israeli children,due, apparently, to.4is novel twesentation .

formats. It was hypothesized that its comprehension and the

learning of its contents must go hand in hand with improved

media-literaCy. Such improvements were observed in school

childeen and hardly at all in the KG group. 'This should come

NO
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as no surprise. The media-literacy tests employed in KG were
.

of skills Which we assumed to be called upon, rather than

supplanted by eprogram's.formats. Skills which were assumed

to be overtly supplantedwere not dealt with in KG. Some fair

initial mastery of a skill is needed to allow its improvement

when called upon. However; KG children had rather poor initial

mastery of these skills, suggesting that their explicit
.

supplantation would be-more effective.

. One conclusion which emerges from the study is that a

program such as Sesame Street, when transferred to a less
ti ,

teev4sion-experienced culture, may turn out to be highly
I

demanding due to the novelty of its formats, Novel formats

call upon mental skills with which the less television-wise

viewers may not be equipped. Thus, the ones to gain most from

the program are the older and initially better able viewers.

But they may not be the intended target population, nor the

ones who should profit must from such a program.

A second conclusion is that between contents and

formats of a program there may be a mismatch, particularity

when transferred to a culture for which it was never designed.

While the contents of Sesame Street fit universally the age of

preschoolers, its formats turn out to be more appropriate for

older children. Yet, once the older children succeed in
I

mobilizing the mental skills needed. for the processing of the

novel formats, they find out that the contents transmitted by

1; I
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these formats are far too simple oil even too childish for them.

However, although the demands placed bylithe novel formats

give'an ,initial advantage to older and better able childre67

younger and less able ones graduallyget adjusted to them.

Getting adjusted means becoming.better.able to master the

necessary elements of media-literacy, required by ihehprogram's

formats. A demanding program such-as SesameStreet may; when

transferred to other cultures, be initially less effective -iri---

teaching its intended contents, but could over time lead to improved

media-literacy, and to conoommitant gains in educational 'objectives.

Media-literacy, as we have observed, can be improved,

although it is not easily done. It may-take much exposure to

both skill-supplanting and skill7activating,formats to Introduce

changes in media-literacy. This may turn out to be as desirable

an dutcome as acquiring specific knowledge inasmuch as it enables

children to.make better use of television an0 possibly other

.visual media.8 Indeed, it was found in the study that improvements

in the knowledge goal areas went hand in hand with changes in

media-literacy.

Finally, we turn to the differential effects of the

'program on LC and MC children. The fact that LC children's

8
In a controlled experiment, one group of second graders saw
eight Sesame Street showi. When compared to control groups,
it.was found that the children in the Sesame Street group
far exceeded the others in their ability to learn from an
unfamiliar science film.

112
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scores were more strongly associated with exposure on some

posttests could be interpreted as resulting from a ceiling

reached by the MC children. This, howeve6did not seem to be

the case (see tables of pre- and rsttest means). We have

suggested.a distinction between the kinds of tests on which

each group gained more. Thus, it was speculated that while LC

children gain more on-analytic aid visual 'discrimination tests,

MC children gain more on tests of synthes.is and abstraction.

Correlational analyses indicated that the two types of 'tests

are, tpparently, hierarchically ordered.

This does not mean, however, that LC profited more,'en

the whole, than MC children. Rather, it suggests that MC

children havcreached a reasonable level of mastery in the

analytic and discrimination area, thus allowing them to improve

more in another, hierarchically.highec order set of skills. A

.

pessiKle conclusion one can draw is that the program can be

simultaneously effective for audiences of varying edoRational

.jevels, such that substantial gains can be achieved by both

LC and MC children. It should be noted that nd gap has been

''closed between LC and MC children: while the former 4as improved

in an hierarchically lower-order area. It thus Appears that

Sesame Street allows each SES group to gain in intellectual areas

that best compliment eheir initial level of mastery.
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APPENDIX I: 'EXPOSURE

Appendix la: Sample of Exposure Questionnaire

1. Did you watch the television program "Sesame Street" yesterday?

yes

"e

AO

2, How much time did you spend watching the program?

Watched a
little

Watched
half the
time

Watched
most of
the time

Watched
all of
the time

3. If you saw the "Sesame Street" program, how much did you

enjoy it?

I did not
t,

enjoy it.

.0"

I enjoyed it

a little.

115

I enjoyed it

a lot.

.



Conlint Questions:

41. What did Kermit the frog talk`-about ?.

a. Eyes
JA

b. Cars

c. Hair

d. football.

111

2. What didfthe child do in the movie? a ,

6
a. Ride on a bicycle

v
b. Draw pictures

c. Played withehis Mends.

d. Worked on a fishpboat. .

3. What did Bud and Jim do yesterday in the program?

a. Played on a seesaw

b. Nailed a nail on
s

the wall

c. Made a page plane

d. Prepare a meal.

4. How did Big Bird find out how much 's tht number 6?

.a. He counted the Dumber of fingers on his legs

b. looked in a book

c. Asked Mr. Hooper.

d. Counted half a dozen eggs.

1 ; .;
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Appendix lb: Telt of Sesame Street

1. Mr. Hooper has a store where he sells:-

a. Shoes') / --
-

b. Cameras

c. Candyiend food

d. Animals

2. The fat clown bought the thin clown a picture as a present

but tildaritr-discoed that-it was not a picture but a:-

a. Toy
.

b. Bicycle

c. Mirror

Vie

..

3.

d. Broom

The English letter

a. E

,b. 0

c. S

W

110 SI
looki like:-

4. -Onetime the two clowns tried to pUt2into boxes two pairs of:-

a. Gloves
ges

b. Socks

c. Eye-glasses

d. Shoes

4
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5. Big Bird is always sad because : -

a. lit doesn't like to wash.in a tub

b. They don't give him ice-cream

c. He is lar4e, clumsy and hits things

d. Paint was spilled op him

6. The Owo clowns walked in the street with a lot of umbrellas;

when it started to rain they:- .

a. Forgot to open the umbrellas

b. Hit each other with the'umbrellas

f

c. Gave.the umbrellas to-other people

od. Opened the umbrellas but did not hold ther/ ver their heads
ok

7. Oscar.lives in a :-

a. Cellar

b. Garbage Can

c. Bath Tub

d. Candy Store

t

8. ,The two clowns, Bud and Jim, had difficOties hanging a picture

of a bird becauie:7

a. The nail was too small

ti

b. They held the nail the wrong way

c. They did not have a hammer

d. They were not strong enough

6
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di
9. Every time they present number's in the.program, at the end:-

a. Mr. Hooper appears and hands out candy

j b. Balloons go up to the sky

10.

c. A baker with cakes falls down the stairs

d.. A dog barks a afew times

time the clown tried to play:, -

Football

On the seesaw

Follow the leader

d. Hide and Seek
olt

11. The Engl$6h.letter

a. E

b. 0

IS
looks like:-

c. S

d. W

12. One day the thin clown brought home a new ironing board.
..tek

How did the two clowns get it into the house?

a. They brake the walls

b. They brought it in through the window

c. They brought it in through the chimney
110

d. They took the ironing board back to the storoe.

1,19
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Appendix 2a: Test of Ordering of Pictures

Instructions to child: "Here are a few pictures which tell a story.

But they are in a confused order. What should the proper order be.?"

120 .
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Appendix 2b: Test of Points of View

a

knstructiohs to child: "took at the upper most picture. Think

of the sailor on the boat. How would rhe sailor on the boat see

the shore?"

flt.,
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Appendix 2c: Test of Figure ird Ground

Instructions tOchild: "This picture entails many things.

Write down everything, large or small, you .can see in this

drawing".

122



Appendix 2d: Test'of Close-up - Long-shot

r
Instructions to child: "Look at.the upper picture. It is a

detail of something larger that appears in one of the four

pictures below., In which one of ,them " ?,

1

,.
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APPENDIX 3

AMOUNTS OF VIEWING, ENJOYMENT, AND COMPREHENSION

Table No. 1: Amount of Viewing on Six Different

Occasions (in percents)

Viewed Viewed Viewed
About a About . About Viewed

Did not Quarter Half of Three the
View of the the Quarters* Whole

The at all Broae- Broad- of the Program
Occasion cast cast . Broadcast

4

6 17 14 56

II 8 15 5 A 14 58

III 11 16 6 15 . 52
t

IV 11 17 7 14 51v

V 28

,

.:.

,

7 20 38

,VI 10 12 5 16 37

'Overall '9 21 6 15- 49

Mean

4)
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jable ,No. 2: Amount of Viewing of LC and MC Children
ion Six Occasions (in Percents)

dotnot
The View

Occasion at all

0
-Viewed

Viewed Viewed About Viewed
.About a About Three the

Quarter Half of Quarters Whole
of the the of the Pro-.
Broad- Broad- Broad- gram

cast cast cast

' I LC 4 23 5 16 52

MC ,7 14 8 13 58

II LC 4 6 - 15 59

MC 10 4 4 *1 14 58

III LC 4 6 20 4 \ 17 53

MC 16 13 . ' 6 14 . 51

IV LC 6 20 8 15 ' 51

MC 15 15 6 13 51

V LC .. 4 35 11 13 37

MC 9 23 4 25 39

'VI LC 8 31 5 13 43

.M0 12 34 . 5 17 32

6f

,

#

,

. 1'45

.
I

,
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Table No. 4: Amount of Enjoyment on Six

Occasions (ire percents)

i

The occasion Did Not Enjoy

Or

Enjoyned A Little Enjoyed Very Much

I 22. 16 62

II 23 10
,

67

III 28 13 59.

IV 29 11 66

V . 35 . 0415 f 50

VI 42 12 46

OVERALL to.

MEANS 30 13' 57

c

a

a
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Table No. 5: Amount of Enjoyment on Six-Occasions

of LC and MC .Children (in pekents)

The Occasion Did Not En o Enjoyed A Little En oyed Very Much

I LC

MC

,

26

19

13

18

61

63

II LC

MC

'20
24

12

10

68

66

III LC

MC

25

29
1

14

11

,

61
59

IV LC

MC

.

26

30t

%

13

11

_e

.

61

59

.

V

t

LC

MC

38

32
. .

16

15

46

53

VI LC

MC

37

46

9

14

54

40

i;

14:
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Table No. $: Amount of Enjoyment on Six Occasions

of KG, G-2 and G-3 Children (in percents}

The Occasion' Did Not En o Enjoyed a Little Enjoyed Very much

I KG

G-2

G-3

24

23

18

19

17

14

)
.57

60

:68

II KG 26
1

15

.

59
G-2 21 10 69
G-3 21 7 72

III .KG 33 12 55

G-2 22 . 16 62
G-3 28 11 61

IV KG 26 15 59
G-2 32 9 f 59
G-3 g7 11 62

),

V KO' 35 14 51 ..

.

4 G-2 30 12 58
G-3 39' 21 40

VI KG 44. 7 52

G-2 39 14 47
G-3 47 13 40

t

4
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Table No. 7: Comprehension on Six Different
Occasions (in percents)

The
Occasion

Answered 1

Correctly . Question
2

Questions

3

Questions
4

Questions

*
I 39 22 22 17

II 32 22 16 30

III . 31 11 9 49

IV 35 7 8 50

IN 41 9 8 42

VI 48 8 10 34

I «1

Overall

Mean 37.5 13 12 37

130
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Table No. 8: Comprehension of LC and MC Children
on Six Different Occasions (in
percents)

The \Answered 1

Correct.Occasion estion
2

uestions
3

uestions

.4

uestions

I LC 51 26 17 6
MC 30

.

17

.

27 26

II LC 35 37 19 9

MC 30 11 15 46

1II LC 30 20 13 37

MC 31 4 7 58

IV LC 37 12 12 39

MC 33 3 5 59

V . LC 51 12 11 26

MC , 34 5 ) 5 s. 56

VI LC 46 13 9 32
MC 49 3 11 37

,

N

4,

131
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Table No. 9: 'Compilhension of KG, G-2 and G13-

Chtldren on Six Differtnt Occasions

. (in percents)

Answered

The Correctly... 1

Occasion Question

2

uestions

3

Questions

4

uestions

I KG

G-.2

G-3

58

37

27

. 28

23

12

9

28

28

5

12

35

'II KG

G-2

G-3

34

36

26

30
21 l'
17

13

17

17

23

26

40

III' KG

G-2

G-3

40

25

28

r--\ 22

8
3

.

14

5

10

24

62

- 59

IV KG

G-2

G-3

43
33

28

13

4 ,

6

13

7

4
.

...

31

36
62

V KG

G-2

G -3
.

48
34

42

.

8
.7',

9
,

11

.

7

6

.

.

33

52

43

VI KG

4-2
G-3

54

42

50

10

5

6

14

8 .

8

22
45

36

.
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The

Occasion

Table No. 10: Comprehension on Six Different

Occasions by SES and Age (in`

percents) -

Answered
Cor-rectly... Question

1

LC MC

Question
2

LC MC

Question
3

'IC MC

+9.

Question
4

I KG

G-2

G-3

66
51

.32

48

28
23

29

28

18

..

27

20

8

5

,13

39

d14
38

21
...

-

. 0

9

11

.

11

14

48

II KG

G-2

34

43

34

32

,

r -3E1
,--36

20

12

20

13

5

20

9

9

41

37

G-3 . 26' 25, 39 4 26 13 8 S

I I I KG 36 45 36 5 14 14 14 36

G-2 28 22 13 5 4 5 55. 67

G-3 24 31 5 1 21 4 50 62

IV KG 52 32 14 .11 14 11 20 46

G-2 28 37 6 1 13 4 53 58
G-3 26 30 16 0

(

8 1 50 69

V KG 54 41 11 5 16 5 19 50
G-2 55 21 9 5 2 11 34 63

G-3 42 42 18 6 16 0 24 52

VI , KG 55 48 16 7 13 16 16 30

G-2 38 45 9 3 6 9 43 43

G-3 39 55 16 1 5 10 39 33
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